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Introduction

In this thesis, mainly we deal with compact, orientable 3-manifolds. By a knot we mean

an embedded circle K in a 3-manifold M which is realized as a finite union of straighten

segments. A disjointunion of finite number of knots is called a link. Several methods to rep-

resent 3-manifolds are known, triangulations, Heegaard diagrams, and surgery descriptions.

A Hee9aard decomposition of a closed 3-manifold M is a decomposition of M VI UV2

into two handlebodies Vl and V2 Such that Vl n V2 = aV1 = aV2 and it is known that any

closed 3-manifold admits a Heegaard decomposition. For a knot K in a closed 3-manifold

M, by removing the interior A(K) of a regular neighborhood of K, and gluing a solid torus

to a(M -
A(K)), we obtain a new closed 3-manifold M'. This construction M ) M' is

called a Dehn surgery along K. It is known that any closed 3-manifold is obtained from the

standard 3-dimensional sphere S3 by a finite number of Dehn surgery (seeLickorish [45]).
Here we consider which 3-manifolds are "generic"

,
in terms of decomposition along

''es-

sential submanifolds". A 3-manifold M is called an irreducible 3-manifold ifeach embedded

sphere in M bounds a 3-ball. According to Milnor [53]and Kneser [44],each closed 3-

manifold M has a unique prime decomposition in the following sense: if M is expressed as

a connected sum in two fTorms M M1#...#Mn Mi#... #MLt, then it follows that

m = n and after reoerding suitably, Mi is homeomorphic to M:. Thus in concerning general

3-manifolds, it is natural to begin with irreducible 3-manifolds.

A surface S properly embedded in M or contained in aM is
said to be incompressible in

M if S is not simply connected and for any embedded disk D in M such that DnS = aD, it

fTollows that aD bounds a disk in S. A 3-manifold M is said to be a-irreducible if aM is in-

compressible in M. Jaco and Shalen [30], and Johannson [33]showed independently that any

irreducible 3-manifold M has the unique torus decomposition, so called JSJ-decomposition,

that is, if an irreducible 3-manifold M contains essential tori, then it admits the unique

disjointunion of essential tori I, up to isotopy, such that each component of M
-

A(I)

is a Seifert fibered space or a simple 3-manifold. In [70],Thurston introduced hyperbolic

structures to 3-manifolds and showed that an atoroidal and anannular Haken manifold, that

is, an irreducible and a-irreducible 3-manifold which contains incompressible surface but

does not contain essential tori nor annuli, admits a complete hyperbolic structure of finite

volume. By the Mostow
rigidity,the volume turns out to be a topological invariant. By these
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results, our interests is naturally directed to simple 3-manifolds and Seifert fibered spaces,

in terms of decomposing 3-manifolds into "generic 3-manifolds" along essential surfaces.

Definitions and notation described in Introduction will be restated in each chapter pre-

cisely. This article is organized as follows.

In Chapter 1, we give a summary on incompressible surfaces in Haken 3-manifolds, and

describe basic lemmas needed later to construct knots and 3-manifolds by cut-and-pasting

arguments, those are based on the author's Master Thesis [80].
In Chapter 2, we describe a phenomenon on genus one hyperbolic knots that depends

only on the existence of closed essential surfaces in the ambient manifolds. A knot K

in M is said to be hyperbolic if the complement M
-

K admits a complete hyperbolic

structure of finite volume. By Thurston's hyperbolization result ([70],[54])it is equivalent

to E(K)
= M

-
A(K) is simple. Any knot K in a homology sphere M bounds a Seifert

surface, that is, a connected, orientable surface S embedded in M such that SnK = aS = K.

The least genus of Seifert surfaces for K is called the genus OfK and denoted by
g(K).

By

the very definition, if S is a minimal genus Seifert surface for K, then S is incompressible.

One can construct a genus one knot K which bounds a huge number of mutually disjoint,

non-parallel genus one Seifert surfaces, but K- turns out to contain essential tori in E(K).
The essential problem is, how one can construct hyperbolic knot which bounds a large

number of mutually disjointgenus one Seifert surfaces. Our main result in Chapter 2 is

that any hyperbolic knot in a non-Haken manifold bounds at most seven mutually disjoint,

genus one Seifert surfaces. This result can be applied to a study of toroidal surgeries on

hyperbolic knots. Some examples of hyperbolic knots which admit toroidal surgeries that

produce 3-manifolds with non-trivial JSJT-decompositions.

In Chapter 3, we discuss Seifert surfaces for knots which contain accidental peripherals.

For a properly embedded surface S in a 3-manifold M with toroidal boundary, a closed curve

i in S is called an accidental peripheral if i is freely homotopic to aM but it is an essential

curve in S. Such a property is important in hyperbolic geometry. S. Fenley [7]observed that

any minimal genus Seifert surface for a knot in S3 does not contain accidental peripherals,

using a result of Gabai [11]on good Reebless foliations of the knot complements in S3.

Then it turns out to be unknown that if there is a knot which bounds an incompressible

Seifert surface with accidental peripherals. We could answer this problem afErmatively. We

give several properties of incompressible Seifert surfaces with accidental peripherals, and a

method to construct knots which admit such Seifert surfaces. This work is partially based

on joint works ([25],[60])with Makoto Ozawa.

Chapter 4 is devoted to results of some computer experiment. SnapPea (cf.[84])is a

family of computer programs developed by I. Weeks, by which one can calculate several

hyperbolic invariants, volumes,
isometry groups,..., from ideal triangulations of cusped

hyperbolic 3-manifolds. It contains a routine that gives an ideal triangulation of a knot

complement from a Gauss chord diagram. Several interfaces to SnapPea are developed by
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many people and available on the Web. The author also made a visual tool which has an

interface to SnapPea, calculate the Casson-knot invariant, and can output the knot-link

diagram in EPS format, in order to improve the rate of study. Most pictures of knots and

links with polygonal segments (Figure3.1 for
example)

in this article are drawn with the

author's tool. Several examples hyperbolic 3-manifolds small volumes in some classes are

demonstrated and a method to recognize a triangulation of a 3-manifold from a Heegaard

decomposition is considered.

In contrast to Chapter 4, we consider in Chapter 5 how to prove a given 3-manifold is

hyperbolic. In 1960's early, W. Haken [16]constructed an algorithm to detect if a compact

irreducible 3-manifold with boundary is a-irreducible or not. This algorithm is known as

Haken's algorithm. Though it is effective and assured to stop after finite steps, but is not

adaptable for an execution by hand. There we give a sufRcient condition for a certain 3-

manifold to have incompressible boundary. The class of 3-manifold dealt with consists of

the exteriors of spatial graphs in S3. By a spatial graph, we mean an embedded graph in

S3. This application to spatial graphs is based on a jointwork with Makoto Ozawa [61].
In Chapter 6, we study some homological invariant of knots and homology spheres.

Especially, the following basic problems are concerned: (1)when two knots produce the

same surgery manifold, what happens to their Alexander-Conway polynomials and (2)how

to construct distinct knots with the same surgery manifold. To distinguish knots with the

same algebraic invariants, we can adapt a result on incompressible surfaces. It is remarked

that our construction is mainly based on knotting Seifert surfaces. Thus our interest is

naturally directed to invariants which are derived form Seifert surfaces. The Alexander-

Conway polynomial is an example of such polynomial invariants. In the chapter, we study

the behavior of Conway polynomial under "homological twists" on knots. Main part of this

chapter is based on a joint work with Harumi Yamada.
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Chapter 1

Essential surfaces in Haken

manifolds

1.1 Summary on essential surfaces

In this section, we summarize results on essential surfaces in 3-manifolds without proofs.

Without stated otherwise, all 3-manifolds are assumed to be compact and orientable, and

surfaces are orientable. Let S be a properly embedded surface in M or a submanifold in

aM. A compression diskD ofS is an embedded disk in M such that DnS = aD and aD

does not bound a disk in S. We say a non-simply connected S embedded in M is said to

be incompressible if S has no compression disk. A a-compression disk of S is an embedded

disk D in M such that aD ct UP where ck,P are connected arcs with D n S ct and

DnaM = P, and that ct is an essential arc in S. A properly embedded surface is said to be

a-incompressible if it admits no a-compression disk. A surface properly embedded in M is

essential if it is incompressible and not parallel to aM.

A 3-manifold M is said to be irreducible if M has no sphere E which does not bound a

3-ball in M, otherwise, M is reducible. We say a 3-manifold M with non-empty boundary is

a-irreducible if aM is incompressible in M. A 3-manifold without essential tori (annuliresp.)
is called an atoroidal (anannularresp.),and

a 3-manifold which is irreducible, a-irreducible,

atoroidal and anannular is said to be simple. Haken
manifold means a 3-manifold which is

irreducible and contains incompressible surfaces.

The following is known as Haken finiteness.

Theorem 1.1.1 (cf.[16]).Let M be an irreducible, a-irreducible 3-manifold. There exists

an integer h(M) such that ifS1,... , Sn arle mutually disjoint,non-parallel, incompressible,

a-incompressible
surfaces in M, then n < h(M). I

By performing 0-surgery along a two-bridge knot with a "long continued fraction expan-
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sion" , we obtain a Haken manifold of Heegaard genus two with large Haken number.

It is not so hard to construct a simple Haken 3-manifold which admits infinitely many

incompressible surfaces, up to isotopy. A method to construct such a 3-manifold is given in

Chapter 3. In fact, if M is a surface bundle over Sl such that P2(M) > 1, then M admits

infinitely many fibrations over S1, up to isotopy [58].
We say a closed incompressible surface S embedded in a 3-manifold M is acylindrical if

the cutting result M
-
A(s) does not contain essential annuli. Under this condition, we get

a finiteness result stronger than Theorem 1.1.1. We know the following.

Theorem 1.i.2 ([17],[72],[73]).Let M be a Haken 3-manifold. There are onlyjinitely

many acylindrical surfaces in M, up to isotopy. D

Furthermore, there is an algorithm to search all acylindrical surfaces in a Haken 3-

manifold from a given triangulation of M [72].
We described two types of incompressible surfaces, fibers of fibrations over Sl and acylin-

drical surfaces. For simple Haken 3-manifolds, we can associate a non-negative integer k

and ～ to each incompressible surface S in a suitable way as follows: e(S) = ～ if and only

if S is a fiber ofa fibration over S1, and S is acylindrical if and only ife(S)
= 0 ([12],[79]).

As an example of applications of acylindrical surfaces, we observe the following.

Lemma 1.1.3 ([78]).Let M be a simple 3-manifold with non-empty boundary. Let Fl

and F2 be homeomor7)hic components of
aM, and I : F1 ) F2 homeomorphism. For any

self-homeomorphism
h.. F1 ) F2

0f inPnite order, (Mi =

M/(I o hi)) contains inPnitely

many homeomorphs. D

1.2 Gluing lemmas

We show the following "gluing lemmas" needed later.

Lemma 1.2.1. Let M be an irreducible, a-irreducible 3-manifold, and let Fl and F2 be

homeomorphic
surfaces

in aM such that aM
- (aFI U aF2) is incompressible in M. Then

the manifold
M' obtained by 9luing Fl tO F2 is irreducible and a-irreducible.

Proof. Let F be the surface properly embedded in M' obtained by gluing Fl and F2. We

consider M as the cutting result M
-
A(F). It is easy to see that F is incompressible and

a-incompressible in M', by the incompressibility of aM and aM
- (aFI U aF2).

Let E be a reducing sphere in M'. IfEnF 0, then E is contained in M. Since

M is irreducible, E bounds a 3-ball in M. Thus, E also bounds a 3-ball in M and in this

case E is not a reducing sphere in M'. Hence we assume that EnF i 0 and IEnFI is

minimal among all reducing spheres of M'. Let E' be an innermost disk in E with respect

to En F. Since F is incompressible, aE' bounds a disk E" in F. By the irreducibility of
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M, the sphere E' U E" bounds a 3-ball on the side not containing F and aM', thus E is

isotopic to a sphere E* with IEnFI > IE* nFI. This contradicts the minimality of IEnFI.

Let D be a a-reducing diskofM'. IfDnF = 0, then we can showthat D is a compression

disk of aM - (aFI UaF2) and this is a contradiction. Thus we suppose DnF i 0 and

assume lD n Fl is minimal among all a-reducing disks. By an innermost argument, we may

assume D n F consists of arcs. Let ck be an outermost arc and D' be the corresponding

outermost disk of D with respect to D n F. Since F is a-incompressible, there is a disk

D" in F such that D"nD' = ck. Since aM- (aFI UaF2)
is incompressible in M, for the

disk D1 = D" U D', aDl bounds a disk D2 in aM'. By the irreducibility ofM, the sphere

DI UD2 bounds a 3-ball and D is isotopic to a disk D' with IDnF[ > ID* nFI, and this

is a contradiction to the minimality of ID n Fl. Such an argument is called an "outermost

argument". u

Lemma 1.2.2. Let M be an irreducible, a-irreducible, and atoroidal 3-manifold and Fl and

F2 be homeomorphic
surfacesin

aM without lord components and annular components such

that aM
- (aFI U aF2) is incomprleSSible in M. If there is no essential annulus A in M

such that a component of aA is contained in Fl and there is no essential annulus such that

whose boundary is contained in aM
- (FI U F2), then the manifold M' obtained by 9luin9

Fl tO F2 is simple.

Proof. Let F be the surface properly embedded in M' obtained by gluing Fl and F2. We

consider M as the cutting result M
-
A(F) and it is easy to see that F is incompressible

and a-incompressible.

By Lemma 1.2.1, M' is irreducible and a-irreducible. Let T be an essential torus in

M'. Since M is atoroidal and F has no annular or toral component, T intersects F so that

each component T' of T
-
A(F) forms an essential annulus in M or an annulus parallel

to an annulus A' in aM. In the latter case, A' is a union of three annuli, two of them are

some caller neighborhoods Cl and C2 0f aFi and the other is the closure C3 0f an annular

component of aM-(FIUF2). By pushing T' to C3, We Obtain an essential annulus A properly

embedded in M'. It is easy to see that A is incompressible since T is incompressible. If A

is a-parallel, then T is a-parallel, or T bounds a solid torus. Thus, A is essential in M' and

we will deal with essential annuli later. Hence we may assume T' is an essential annulus

in M. However this contradicts the condition that there is no essential annulus with some

boundary component contained in F1.

Let A be an essential annulus in M'. By the same argument as above, we may assume

that AnF consists of essential arcs of A and lAnFl is minimal among such essential annuli.

Let D be a component ofA-A(F).
Since M is a-irreducible, aD bounds a disk D' in aM.

By the incompressibility of F in M', D' n F is a rectangular disk or two bi-gonal disks. If

E = D'nF is a rectangular disk, then lAnFl > 1 and A is isotopic to the annulus obtained

by replacing D by E, using the 3-ball B bounded by the sphere D u D' derived from the
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irrducibility of M'. If IAnFI > 1, then by a slight isotopy, we can reduce IAnFl and this

contradicts the minimality of IAnFI. If E = D' nF is bi-gonal two disks, then 'components

ofE becomes to a a-compression disk ofA and A is inessential. IfAnF = 0, A is a-parallel

in M and since F has no annular component, the parallel annulus in aM does not contain

any component of Fi. and thus A is also a-parallel in M'. u

The following lemmas are obtained by a standard cut-and-paste argument similar to

Lemmas 1.2.1, 1.2.2, [56,Lemma 3.1]and [56,Lemma 3.3].

Lemma I.2.3. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be disjointhomeomorphic

surfaces in aM such that aM -

(aFI U aF2) is incompressible and for each a-reducing disk

D ofM, laDn (aFI UaF2)l > 2. Then the manifold obtained by identifyingFl and F2 is

irreducible and a-irreducible. u

Lemma 1.2A. Let Ml be an irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal 3-manifold and let M2

be an irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal, and anannular 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be

homeomorphic components ofaMl and aM2 respectively with negative Euler characteristics,

such that there is no essential annulus A in MI With aA c aM1
-

F1. Then the manifold
M obtained by identifyingFl and F2 is simple. D

Lemma 1.2.5. Let M be a simple 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be homeomorphic subsurfaces
in aM such that each component of Fi is incompressible and has negative Euler character-

istic. Then the manifold obtained by identifyingFl and F2 is simple. D

Lemma 1.2.6. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be disjointhomeomorphic

surfaces in aM such that aM
- (aFI U aF2) is incompressible and for each a-reducing disk

D ofM, IaDn (aFI UaF2)I > 2. Then the manifold obtained by identifyingFl and F2 is

irreducible and a-irreducible. 0

Lemma 1.2.7. Let Ml be an irreducible, a-imleducible, atoroidal 3-manifold and let M2

be an irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal, and anannular 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be

homeomorphic components ofaMl and aM2 respectively with negative Euler characteristics,

such that there is no essential annulus A in MI With aA c aM1
-

F1. Then the manifold
M obtained by idenlifyin9Fl and F2 is simple. D

Lemma 1.2.8. Let M be a simple 3-manifold. Let Fl and F2 be homeomorphic subsurfaces
in aM such that each component of Fi is incompressible and has negative Euler character-

istic. Then the manifold obtained by identifyingFl and F2 is simple. D

Later we call sufEcient conditions in these lemmas "gluing conditions".

The following is a consequence of Myers' argument [57,Theorem 1.1]or Kawauchi's

imitation technique [35,Theorem 1.1].
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Lemma I.2.9. Let M be a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary, without spherical boundary

component. From a given Hee9aard decomposition
of M, a properly embedded arc 7- With

simple exterior E(7-)Can be constructed. u
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Chapter 2

Universal finiteness results on

genus one hyperbolic knots

JSJT-decomposition (Jaco,Shalen, Johanson, and Thurston) is a unique decomposition of

Haken manifolds into Seifert fibered manifolds and hyperbolic manifolds, which are called

JSJT-pieces. As is known that all but finitely many Dehn surgeries on a hyperbolic knot

produce hyperbolic manifolds [70], Dehn surgery on hyperbolic knots yielding non-hyperbolic

manifolds is an interesting subject
in knot theory. In this note, we describe some obstruction

to construct a hyperbolic knot producing a manifold with a large number of JSJT-pieces

by Dehn surgeries. It is not hard to construct a non-hyperbolic knot yielding a 3-manifold

with a large number of JSJT-pieces. The following question was raised by K. Motegi:

Question 2.0.10. Does there exist an upper bound on the number of JSJT-pieces of mani-

folds which are obtained by Dehn-surgery on hyperbolic knots in S3?

As an approach to this question, we describe a difEculty in producing a large number of

mutually disjointincompressible tori by Dehn surgery on a knot. Our result is as follows.

Theorem 2.0.ll. Let K be a genus One hyperbolic knot in S3. Then K bounds at most

seven mutually disjointnon-parallel genus One Seifertsurfaces.

2.1 Preliminaries

2.1.1 Definitions

A knot K in a 3-manifold M is an embedded circle in M, and a Seifertsurface
S forK is an

orientable connected surface embedded in M such that S n K = aS = K. It is well-known

that any knot in an integral homology sphere has a Seifert surface. The genus Of K is the

least genus of Seifert surfaces for K.
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For a subspace Y in M, we denote a regular neighborhood of Y in M by N(Y;M) (or

simply N(Y)), and the exterior M
-
A(Y) by E(Y).

It is known that a Haken 3-manifold is uniquely decomposed by a union of essential

tori into Seifert fibered spaces and simple manifolds (see[32,Chapter IX]),and the sim-

ple manifolds admit complete hyperbolic structures of finite volume ([70]).We call this

decomposition JSJT-decomposition.

Here we state fundamental results on 3-dimensional topology needed later.

Lemma 2.1.1 ([21,Theorem 5.2]).Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold with a connected

non-empty boundary aM. If7T1(M) is free,then M is a handlebody. E

Lemma 2.1.2. Let M be a 3-manifold and S be an orientable incomprleSSible properly

embedded surface in M. For each component M' of the cutting result along S, the induced

homomorphism
7T1(M')

)

7T1(M)
is injective.

Proof. Suppose
7T1(M')

)

7T1(M)
is not injective.Then there is a non-contractible loop l in

M' which bounds a singular disk D in M. Since S is incompressible and two-sided in M, the

induced homomorphism
7T1(S)

)

7T1(M)
is injective([21,Corollary 6.2]).We may assume

S and D are in general position and D n S consists of circles. Let Do be an innermost disk

in D regarding Dn S. Since S is
7T1-injective,

aDo bounds a singular disk D6 in S. We can

replace D with D
-

Do U D6 and homotope it slightly so that D n S reduced. Repeating

this process, we can find a singular disk for I in M'. This is a contradiction. D

Lemma 2.1.3. Let V be a handlebody and S be a properly embedded orientable surface in

V. IfS is incompressible in V, then each component V' of the cutting result along S is a

handlebody.

Proof. If V' is reducible, then some 2-sphere E does not bound a 3-ball in V'. However E

bounds a 3-ball C in V since V is irreducible. This is impossible since V has non-empty

boundary. Hence V' is irreducible. Now by Lemma 2.1.1, it is sufEcient to show that
7T1(V')

is free. This follows by Lemma 2.1.2 and the well-known fact that any subgroup of a free

group is free. D

2.1.2 Lyon's argument

Here we recall some argument given in [51]which inspires some interesting properties of

genus one Seifert surfaces for knots.

Lemma 2.1A. Let F be a closed surface of positive genus. Let M be a 3-manifold obtained

from a product F x I by attaching 1-handles I x D2's on F x (0). Then F x (1) is

incompressible in M.
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Proof. Let D be a compression disk ofF x (1).By an innermost argument, we may assume

D does not intersect any core (1/2l x D2 of attached I-handles. Thus D is contained in

F x I which is a-irreducible. This is a contradiction. D

Lemma 2.1.5. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold such that aM is a closed surface ofgenus

two. IfaM is compressible, then M is a handlebody, or M contains an incompressible tor7LS.

Proof. Let D be a compression disk of aM and suppose M does not contain incompressible

tori.

Suppose D separates M. Let Tl and T2 be toroidal components of aN(aMU D). Notice

that N(aMU D) is obtained from (TI UT2) X I by attaching a 1-handle dual to D. By

Lemma 2.1A, Tl and T2 are incompressible in N(aMUD). Thus, by an innermost argument,

at least one, say Tl, is compressible in M
-
A(aM U D). Let D' be a compression disk

ofTl in M-A(aMUD). It is easyto see that aD' is isotopic in N(aMuD) to a non-

separating curve in aM and since aD' does not separates T1, We may assume that aM has

a compression disk which does not separate M.

Let D be a compression disk of aM which is non-separating in M. Put M' = N(aMUD).
Let T be the toroidal component of aM'. Notice T is incompressible in M' by Lemma 2.1A.

By the atoroidal assumption on M and an innermost argument, T is compressible in the

closure ofM-M'. Let E be a sphere obtained by compressing T into M- M'. Since M is

irreducible and has a boundary, E bounds a 3-ball C on the side not containing T. Hence

the closure ofM-M' is a solid torus. Thus, M= M'UN(aMUD) is ahandlebody. D

This argument was appeared in the proof of the following result [51,Theorem 3]which

was used in showing the existence of a closed incompressible surface in the knot complement

of some genus one simple knot in S3. Now the following is also available.

Theorem 2.1.6. Let K be a genus one knot in a 3-manifold M with E(K) simple. Let S

be a Seifertsurface of genus one. IfE(S) is not a handlebody, then aE(S) is incompressible

inM-K. D

See [51,Theorem 3]for more observations.

2.2 Universal bounds for genus one knots

Theorem 2.0.ll follows from the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2.1. Let M be a rational homolo9y 3-sphere without genus two Closed incom-

pressible surfaces.
Any genus One hyperbolic knot K in M bounds at most seven mutually

disjoint,non-parallel, genus One Seifertsurfaces.

We divide the argument into two stages.
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First stage: We consider a bound on the number of Seifert surfaces for knots in the

boundary of a handlebody of genus two.

Lemma 2.2.2. Let V be a handlebody of9enuS
two, and let J be an essential simple closed

curve which separates aV. Then, J bounds at most four mutually disjoint,non-parallel,

genus One incompressible surfaces in V.

This estimate is sharp. (SeeFigure 2.9 and S2A) We will prove this in the second stage

later.

An essential simple closed curve in aV is said to be
of type ((p,q),(r,a))

if it is obtained

by a plumbing two solid torus with annuli of types (p,q) and (r,s)respectively. An example

of a ((2,3),(2,3))-curveJ3 is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Let T be a properly embedded genus one incompressible surface in V with aT J.

Simply we call it a once punctured torus in V. In this case, each component of aV
-

aT

is incompressible in V since if not, it is compressed to a disk, and since V is a handlebody

and T is incompressible, it is noticed that T is a-compressible in V.

Lemma 2.2.3. Suppose T is not a-parallel. Let V' be the closure of the component ofV-T

containing a a-compression disk for T in V. Then, V' is a handlebody
of genus two and

J= aT is a curve of
type ((1,0),(p,q))forsome (p,q)in V' where lpI> 1.

Proof. Let D be a a-compression disk for T. By Lemma 2.1.3, V' is a handlebody. Since

D is a a-compression disk, the arc ct = D n T is a properly embedded essential arc in T.

Hence, ct is
non-separating in T since T is a once-punctured torus. Now it is observed that

the closure ofV' -
D is a singlesolid

torus. Thus the conclusion holds. If lpl
= 1, then it is

easy to see that T is a-parallel. D

Lemma 2.2A. Any properly embedded incompressible surface
S in V such that aS is a

connected curve of
type ((1,0),(p,q)),lpI

> 1, is a-parallel.

Proof. Let D be an essential disk which is a meridian of V intersecting aS with two points

transversely. Such a disk exists since aS is of type ((1,0),(p,q)).
By an innermost argument

and the incompressibility of S, we may assume that P = S n D is a single arc. We claim

that both closures of D
-
P are a-compression disks for S. If not, S can be isotoped so that

SnD o, in particular, S is contained in the solid torus V
-
A(D). Since a two-sided

incompressible surface
in a solid torus is homeomorphic to an annulus, this cannot occur as

aS is
connected. Thus, the claim follows.

Let S' be a surface obtained by a a-compression from S along the closure of a component

of D
- P. As we mentioned previously, S' is an annulus. Furthermore, S' is an annulus of

type (p,q)in V' = V
-
A(D). Ilence, S' is a-parallel in V'. Now the a-parallelism can be

extended to a a-parallelism of S in V. u

14
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Proof of
Lemma 2.2.2. Suppose there are three mutually disjoint,non-parallel, genus one

incompressible surfaces T1, T2 and T3 in V such that T2 is next to Tl and T3 and aT1

aT2 = aT3 = J. Since T2 is incompressible and V is a handlebody, it is a-compressible in V.

Let D be a a-compression disk ofT2 in the side V' containing T1. Since Tl is i'ncompressible,

we may suppose DnTl is a singlearc. Thus D is a meridian disk of V' and J is of type

((1,0),(p,q))for some (p,q)with lp1> 1. ByLemma 2.2A, Tl is parallelto T2 0r aV. This

is a contradiction. u

Second stage: Using Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.1.5, we prove Theorem 2.2.1.

Proof of
Theorem 2.2.1. Suppose K bounds eight mutually disjointnon-parallel genus one

Seifert surfaces S1,...
,
S8 Where Si is next to Sill (SeeFigure 2.1 for a local picture around

K). PutF SI U S5 and denote the closures of components of M - F by W and W'.

The surface F is a closed surface of genus two in M. Since M does not contain any closed

incompressible surface of genus two, the surface F is compressible in M. Hence, we may

assume aW in compressible in W.

Claim 2.2.5. The manifold W with the genus two boundary aW = SI U S5, is irreducible

and atoroida1.

Proof. Because K is hyperbolic, the complement M
-

K is irreducible and atoroidal. Hence

any sphere in W bounds a 3-ball B in M-K, and because K is contained in aW = SIUS5,

it follows that B is contained in the interior of W. Thus, W is irreducible. Suppose that

w is toroidal and let T be an incompressible torus in tV. since M
-

K is hyperbolic, T

15



is inessential in M-K. Hence (1):T bounds a solid torus H with core K or (2):T is

compressible in M
-

K. (1):Since T is contained in W, Seifert surfaces contained in W'

do not meet T. Thus, each Si C W' is contained in H, and hence K is null-homologous in

H. But since K is a core of H, K is not null-homologous in H. This is a contradiction.

(2):Let D be a compression disk for T in M - K. Since Sl and S5 are incompressible in

M-K, we may choose D so that DnaW = 0. Thus T is compressible in W. D

Now we can apply Lemma 2.1.5 for W. By the above claim, we can conclude W is a

handlebody. However, K c aW bounds five mutually disjointgenus one Seifert surfaces in
0

W, two of them are Sl and S5, and other three are in W, say S2, S3, S4. This contradicts

Lemma 2.2.2. D

2.3 Constructions

2.3.1 Non-trivial JSJT-decompositions

Here we consider how to construct hyperbolic knots spanning a large numbers of mutually

disjointnon-parallel genus one Seifert surfaces.

Let V be a handlebody of genus two. Let J be an essential simple closed curve on aV

which separates aV such that both components of aV-J are incompressible in V. Examples

of such J are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The simple closed curve Jl in the figure bounds only one genus one incompressible surface

because the sutured manifold (V,J1) is a product. Observe that J2 bounds two mutually

disjoint non-parallel genus one incompressible surfaces both of which are components of

aV - J2, and the manifold V(J2) Obtained by attaching a 2-handle D2 x I along J2 is

homeomorphic to the exterior of the Whitehead link.

Here we construct one more example J4 aS follows. Let I be a core of the right hand

side handle of the pair (V,J2).Perform a non-trivial Dehn surgery along i. The resultant

manifold is still a handlebody and we let J4 be the image of J2. Observe that each J3 and J4

bounds mutually disjoint three non-parallel genus one incompressible surfaces in V, two of

them are in the boundary aV, the other is described as a union ofa central disk of V and two

bands. In fact, the manifold V(J3) is decomposed into two Seifert manifolds each of which

has an annular base with one singularity and a regular fiber of one part intersects a regular

fiber of the other part in a single point transversely. The manifold V(J4) is decomposed

into a hyperbolic link complement, actually Whitehead exterior, and a Seifert manifold as

above.

Now we can show the following:

Proposition 2.3.1. Let M be a closed 3-manifold. Therle exists a genus One hyperbolic knot

which bounds three mutually disjoint,non-parallel, genus One Seifertsurfaces.
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This proposition is improved in S2A, but we first give a proof of this version.

Proof of Proposition 2.8.1. We embed the handlebody V equipped with a separating es-

sential curve Ji aS above in a closed 3-manifold M so that E(V) is irreducible, a-irreducible,

atoroida1, and anannular, here we denote the image of (V,Ji)by (V,K). Such an embedding

can be constructed by Myers' argument [57,Theorem 1.1].We push Ji into & slightly and

denote the image by J. Put M1 = V- A(J). By a cut and paste argument, we can show

that (M1,aM1 - aN(J)) satisfies the gluing condition of Lemma 1.2A. By Lemma 1.2A,

we obtain a simple knot K in M which bounds three mutually disjoint,non-parallel, genus

one Seifert surfaces. u

The knot K illustrated in Figure 2.3 is an example of hyperbolic knots obtained by

Proposition 2.3.1. The exterior of the handlebody V is homeomorphic to the tangle space

of true lover's tangle, which is simple [56,Proposition 4.1],and the curve J in aV is of

type ((2,1),(2,1)).According to a computation using SnapPea [84],K produces a closed

3lmanifold by 0-surgery which admits JSJT-decomposition with three pieces, two of them

are Seifert fibered and the other is hyperbolic.

2.3.2 Higher genus Seifert surfaces

For a universal bound on the number of mutually disjointnon-parallel incompressible Seifert

surfaces, the condition ''genus one" is necessary. In practice, we have:
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Theorem 2.3.2. For any integer n, there is a genus One hyperbolic knot K in S3 which

bounds mutually disjointincompressible Seifertsurfaces
S, F1,...

,
Fn where S is genus one

and Fi is genus two.

Proof. The following is needed here.

Lemma 2.3.3. Let K be the knot as shown in Figure 2.4 in a genus two handlebody V.

Then V - A(K) is irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal and there is no essential annulus A

such that aA c aN(K).

proof. By cutting V
-
A(K) along the annulus indicated in the figure, it is noticed that

v
-
A(K) is obtained as follows.. Let V. be a genus two handlebody and let K. be the knot

in Vo as shown in Figure 2.5, which is obtained by pushing the suture of a product sutured

handlebody of genus two slightly in the interior of the handlebody. Let 71 and 72 be two

simple closed curves as shown in Figure 2.5. Now it can be seen that the manifold obtained

by identifyingtwo annuli A1 =

N(71; aVo) and A2 =

N(72; aVo) in aVo is homeomorphic to

v-A(K).
Let S. be a genus one surface with connected boundary. Since V.

-
A(K.) is obtained

from the product sutured handlebody as above, it is obtained from an Sl x sl x I and a

product So x I by gluing aSo x I to an incompressible annulus in a(Sl x sl x I).By a cut

and paste argument, we can show that V. - A(K.) is irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal

and there is no essential annulus having boundaries in aN(Ko). Furthermore, it follows

that Al and A2 is incompressible, each 7i is not homotopic to a curve in aN(Ko) and Tl is

not homotopic to 72. Thus there is no essential annulus in V.
-
A(K.) with boundaries in

aN(Ko) UAI UA2.

Let A be the essential annulus in V - A(K) which is the identified annulus of Al and A2

and we regard (V-A(K))-A(A) as V.-A(K.). By Lemma 1.2.3, V-A(K) is irreducible

and a-irreducible. Let T be an essential annulus in V
-
A(K) with aT c aN(K) or an

essential torus in V
-
A(K). By a cut and paste argument, we may assume that Tn A

consists of essential loops in T and each component of T - A(A) is an essential annulus
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in V.
-
A(K.). However as we have mentioned above, V.

-
A(K.) does not contain an

essential annulus with boundaries in aN(Ko) U AI U A2. This completes the proof. D

We embed the pair (V,K) in S3 is a suitable way so that the image of K is a desired

hyperbolic knot as will be explained below.

Tangle (M.,i) means a pair of 3-manifold M and a properly embedded 1-dimensional

manifold i in M. We say (M;i) is simple if the tangle space M
-
A(i) is irreducible,

a-irreducible, atoroidal and anannular.

Let H = (S2 x I;u1,u2,u3,u4)be a simple 4-string (S2 x I)ltangleand R = (B3.,v1,V2)
be a simple 2-string tangle, where each ui and v3. is a connected arc. Let H* and R' denote

tangles having a parallel string to each string of H and R respectively. Let T and T* be

tangles illustrated in Figure 2.6 respectively.

Using T', n copies H1',...
,H;

ofH*, and R*, we construct a genus one knot as shown

in Figure 2.7 by connecting strings in a suitable way.

Here we remark that each examples of H, R and T is based on the Suzuki's Brunnian

Om-graph, which is known to have hyperbolic exterior with totally geodesic boundary [81].

Lemma 2.3.4. The genus One knot K is simple.
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proof. It is observed that the ambient manifold S3 is decomposed into V and W along a

closed surface of genus two, where V is a genus two handlebody containing K viewed as

Figure 2A and W is a 3-manifold obtained from the tangle spaces ofT, n copies H1,...
,
Hn

ofH's and R. By Lemma 1.2.5, W is simple. Thus, by Lemma 1.2A, K is simple in S3. A

genus one Seifert surface S is obtained by peripheral tubing from an obvious disk with two

ribbon singularities. Since K is non-trivial, it is incompressible. U

Genus two Seifert surfaces Fi'S are Shown in Figure 2.8 schematically, each of which

is obtained from an obvious disk with two ribbon singularities by peripheral tubing and

swallowing Hill,...
,H;

and R'. Nowit is not hardto see S,F1,...
,Fn

can be put mutually

disjoint.Since the tangle space of H is simple, it is observed that each Fi and F3. are nOn-

parallel.

Hereafter we show aN(Fi; S3) is incompressible in S3
-

K. The exterior E(Fi) is decom-

posed along annuli in the tubes into 3-manifolds Wl and W2, Where Wl is obtained from

tangle spaces ofT and H1,...
,Hi

and W2 is obtainedfromtangle spaces of Hi+1,...
,
Hn and

R. By Lemma 1.2.5, Wl and W2 are Simple. Clearly the decomposing annuli are essential

and by Lemma 1.2.3, E(Fi) is irreducible and a-irreducible. Thus, Fi is incompressible. D

2A More on Proposition 2.3.1

As an approach to Question 2.0.10, it is natural to ask:

Question 2A.1. For any natural number n, does there exist a handlebody V and a simple

closed curve J in aV such that V(J) contains more than n mutually disjoint,non-parallel

essential tort?
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If this question is afBrmative, then for any natural number n, we can construct a hyper-

bolic knot K in S3 that produces a toroidal 3lmanifold with more than n mutually disjoint,

non-parallel essential tori by an integral surgery, by embedding (V,J) in S3 suitably.

T. Kobayashi had pointed out that Proposition 2.3.1 is sharp using techniques developed

in [39]and [40].Actually, the curve J in aV illustrated in Figure 2.9 bounds four non-isotopic

genus one incompressible surfaces, two of them are in aV, and the others are essential in V.

By embedding such (V,J) in a closed 3-manifold in a suitable way, we obtain the following.

Theorem 2A.2. Let M be a closed 3-manifold. There exists a genus One hyperbolic knot

in M with four mutually disjoint,non-parlallel, genus one Seifertsurfaces. u

We consider what will happen to hyperbolic knots with five genus one Seifert surfaces.

Proposition 2.4.3. Let M be a non-Haken 3-manifold. If a hyperbolic knot K bounds Bye

mutually disjoint,non-parallel, genus One Seifertsurfaces,then the tunnel number of K is

less than seven, and the Heegaard genus ofM is less than seven. D

Proposition 2A.4. Let K be a hyperbolic knot in a non-Haken 3-manifold M. IfK bounds

seven mutually disjoint,non-parallel genus one Seifertsurfaces,then the 0-surgery manifold
is a graph manifold with the (*)-decompositionwith each piece SeiferiJiberedover the annulus

with a single exceptional fiber. D

Techniques used in the proofs of these results enable us to show the following.
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Theorem 2.4.5. Let M be a non-Haken 3-manifold. Any genus One Small knot in M

bounds at most three mutually disjoint,non-parallel, genus One Seifertsurfaces. I

2A.1 Examples of double-torus knots

Let V be a handlebody of genus two. A closed 1-dimensional manifold J in aV is of
type

T(a,b)if it is carried by the train track T illustrated in Figure 2.10 with the weight
indicated

in the figure. We let Ja,a denote a curve of type T(a,b).

b

O
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

O
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I

I

I

Figure 2.10:

The number of components of Ja,a coincides with gcd(a,b).
In the case when gcd(a,b)

=

1, J is separating in aV if a is even, otherwise J is non-separating.

Proposition 2A.6. Let a, b be co-prime integers. V(Ja,a)is homeomorphic to the exterior

of two-bridge knot/linkof
type (a,b). D

Remark 2A.7. In the case when b = 1, V(Ja,b)is the exterior of (2,a)-torusknot/link.

Examples of K((8,3),p1,P2)are Obtained from the link illustrated in Figures 2.ll. We
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Figure 2.ll:

embed (V,Ja,a)in S3 "standardly" and perform pi-full twists along each handles of V, here

we denote the imageofV bythe same symbol V. Denote the imageofJa,a by K((a, b),p1,P2).

Proposition 2A.8. Ifa > 2 is even andp1,P2 i 0, thenK((a,b),p1,P2) is hyperbolic. u

Remark 2A.9. K((2, 1),1, 1) is the trefoil knot, and K((2, I),-1, 1)is the figure-eightknot.

K((3, 1),-1, 1) is not hyperbolic.

By A(n), we mean a Seifert fibered manifold of annular base with n singular fibers. For

a 3-manifold M with the torus decomposition M = EI U... UEn UMI U... U Mm where

E1,...
,En

are knot/linkexteriors and M1,... , Mm are Seifert fibered manifolds, such that:

･ ifEi nEj i 0, then the meridian loop ofEi is identified with the meridian loop ofEj

on each component of Ei n Ej,

･ if Ei n Mj i 0, then the meridian loop ofEi is identified with the regular fiber ofMj

on each component of Ei n Mj,

･ if Mi n Mj i 0, then the regular fiber of Mi intersects the regular fiber of Mj in a

single point transversely on each component of Mi n M3.,

the torus decomposition is called (*)-decomposition.
Now we can see the followings.

Proposition 2A.10. Ifa is even, lpll> 1 and lp2l>, then K is a hyperbolic knot and

bounds four genus One Seifert surfaces which are mutually dis3'Oint, and K(0) admits the

(*)-torusdecomposition as shown in Figure 2.12-(A). a

Proposition 2A.ll. Ifa is odd, IplI> 1 and Ip2I> 1, then K(p1 - (-1)bp2) admits the

(*)-torusdecomposition as shown in Figure 2.12-(B). D

For example, K((4, 1),2, 2)illustrated in Figure 2.9 is a hyperbolic double-torus knot such

that the 0-surgery manifold is a graph manifold which admits the (*)-torusdecomposition
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of four A(1)-pieces.For odd number a, and suitably chosen numbers p1,P2, K((a,b),p1,P2)
is a double torus hyperbolic knot such that the (p1- (-1)bp2)-Surgerymanifold M has the

(*)-torusdecomposition as shown in Figure 2.12-(B),and M admits infinitely many
isotopy

classes of essential tori.
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Chapter 3

Accidental essential surfaces

and excellent Seifert surfaces

3.1 Review of accidental surfaces

This section is devoted to a survey on accidental surfaces based on [25].

3.1.1 Definitions

Let K be a knot in the 3-sphere S3, and F a properly embedded surface in the exterior

E(K) of K in S3. A non-trivial loop I in F is called an accidental peripheral if it is freely

homotopic into aE(K) in E(K) but not in F. Here, an annulus A connecting I and a loop

l' in aE(K) is called an accidental annulus for I. We define an accidental surface as such

surface F with an accidental peripheral. The existence of an accidental peripheral causes

that i.(7T1(F))contains an element which is conjugate to some element of the peripheral sub-

group 7T1(aM).
Thus, in the case that M is hyperbolic,

p(i.(7T1(F)))contains
an accidental

parabolic element, where p :

7T1(M)
i PSL2(a) is a faithful discrete representation.

3.1.2 Accidental closed surfaces

In this section, we treat with accidental closed surfaces. Let S be an accidental closed

surface in E(K). According to Ichihara-Ozawa [22],all accidental annuli A determine the

unique slope A n aE(K). Moreover, if those slopes are non-meridiona1, then all accidental

annuli are mutually isotopic rel.S u aE(K). Thus, we can define the accidental slope of S

as a loop A n aE(K) for an accidental annulus A. Furthermore, it is known that there is

a meridionaly compression disk for S or K is isotopic onto S, according to the accidental

slope is meridional or integral.
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A properly embedded surface in E(K) with non-empty boundary is said to be strm9ly

essential ifF is essential and at least one component of E(K) -A(F; E(K)) is a-irreducible.

A Seifert surface is said to be totally knotted if it is strongly essential. A knot is called a

totally knotted knot if it bounds a totally knotted Seifert surface.

Theorem 3.1.1 ([22]).The following are equivalent.

1. There exists an accidental closed surface with a separating accidental peripheral.

2. K is totally knotted.

Theorem 3.1.2 ([22]).Mutually disjointaccidental closed surfaces
have the same acciden-

tal slope.

But, there exists a knot which has two accidental closed surfaces with accidental slopes

Oandcx).

Conjecture 3.1.3 ([22]).All integral accidental slopes of accidental closed surfaces in a

knot complement are coincident. (The knot illustrated in Figure 8.1 is a counterexample to

this
conjecturle.)

It is known that for toroidally alternating knots (thisclass includes all alternating knots

and almost alternating knots), 3-braid knots and Montesinos knots, all closed incompressible

surfaces in their complements are meridionally compressible. Hence, these knots satisfy

Conjecture 3.1.3.

In [24],the following estimate was obtained.

Theorem 3.1A ([24]).Let Sl and S2 be accidental closed surfaces with accidental slopes

71 andT2. Then

A(71,72) 5; min(-x(S1), -X(S2)).

When we were studying boundary slopes of non-orientable totally knotted Seifbrt surfaces

[75], we constructed a counterexample to Conjecture 3.1.3. The knot illustrated in Figure 3.1

bounds two totally knotted non-orientable Seifert surfaces Fl and F2 With l7(F1)
-T(F2)I

=

2,
x(F1)

=

-2 and x(F2)
=

-3.
Thus, it admits two closed accidental surfaces Sl and S2

with integral accidental slopes 71 and 72 respectively, such that I71- T21
= 2,

x(S1)
=

-4,

and x(S2) -6.
One can modify it so that it also admits an accidental surfaces of 1/0-

accidental slope. However, the best possibility of Theorem 3.1A is still unknown.

3.1.3 Accidental surfaces with boundary

In this section, we treat with accidental surfaces with non-empty boundary.

Theorem 3.1.5 ([60]).IfE(K) contains accidental essential surface with boundary slope

7, then E(K) contains an accidental incompressible closed surface with accidental slope 7.
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3.1A Accidental Seifert surfaces

In [7],S. Fenley showed the following.

Theorem 3.1.6 ([7]).Any accidental Seifertsurface is non-minimal. D

On the other hand, we know:

Theorem 3.1.7 ([60]).Any accidental incompressible Seifertsurface is totally knotted. D

Then the following question is raised.

Problem 3.1.8. Does there exist a knot which bounds an accidental incompressible Seiferi

surface?

We obtain an afErmative answer to Problem 3.1.8.

Theorem 3.1.9 ([76]).In any closed 3-manifold, there exists genus One nOn-Bbered
hy-

perbolic knot which bounds an accidental incompressible Seifertsurface of arbitrarily high

genus.

The knot illustrated in Figure 3.2 is a genus one hyperbolic in S3 with an accidental

Seifert surface of arbitrarily high genus, constructed in [76].
A knot K is said to be small if E(K) contains no essential closed surface, and large if

it is not small. It is known that many knots are large and that torus knots, 2-bridge knots

and Montesinos knots with length three are small.

Obviously, knots whose complements contain an accidental closed surface are large. How-

ever, does the converse hold?

Problem 3.1.10. Does a large knot always contain an accidental closed surface?
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3.2 Properties of accidental Seifert surfaces

We show that if there exists an essential accidental surface in the knot exterior, then a

closed accidental surface also exists. As its corollary, we know boundary slopes of accidental

essential surfaces are integral or meridiona1. It is shown that an accidental incompressible

Seifert surface in knot exteriors in S3 is totally knotted. Examples of satellite knot with

arbitrarily high genus Seifert surfaces with accidental peripherals are given, and a Haken 3-

manifold which contains a hyperbolic knot with an accidental incompressible Seifert surface

of genus one, is also given.

For a properly embedded surface S in a 3-manifold M, a non-trivial loop I in S is called

accidental peripheral if I is freely homotopic into aM in M but not in S, and S having an

accidental peripheral is said to be accidental. An annulus A such that A n S = aA n S = I

and aA = I u l' where l' is an essential loop in aM, is called an accidental annulus.

Let K be a knot in the 3-sphere S3. we denote the knot exterior S3
-
A(K) by E(K).

If S is a Seifert surface bounded by K, we denote Sn E(K) by the same symbol S and if it

is accidental, we say the Seifert surface S is accidental.

Fenley ([7])proved that there exists no accidental Seifert surface of minimal genus by

using the existence of a good Reebless foliation with that surface as compact leaf ([11]).
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As its corollary, he showed that for any non-fibered hyperbolic knot, any lift of a minimal

Seifert surface to the universal cover is a quasi-disk and its limit set is a quasi-circle in the

sphere at infinity, by using Thurston's result ([70]).Thus, if a non-fibered hyperbolic knot

K bounds an incompressible Seifert surface S which does not have embedded accidental

peripherals, then S corresponds to a quasi-Fuchsian subgroup ([70]).

Question 3.2.1. Does there exist a knot which bounds an accidental incompressible Seifert

surface?

Remark 3.2.2. The condition "incompressible" is necessary. In fact, any knot bound an

accidental compressible Seifert surface. Indeed, one can construct an accidental Seifert

surface by tubing any Seifert surface and a narrow torus parallel to the knot.

Here we prove that a large class of knots denies Question 3.2.1 and that some satellite

knots bound accidental incompressible Seifert surfaces (Theorem 3.2.5).
Here, we remark that an existence of an accidental peripheral implies an existence of

an embedded accidental annulus. In fact, if S has an accidental peripheral, then Annulus

theorem ([32])gives an accidental peripheral with
an embedded accidental annulus (Lemma

3.2.6).
For a non-peripheral closed incompressible surface F embedded in E(K) with an acci-

dental annulus A, the slope of A n aE(K) is called an accidental slope. It is known ([5])
that an accidental slope of a closed incompressible surface is an integer or 1/0,and it was

shown that F has a unique accidental slope. Furthermore if the accidental slope is integral,

its accidental annulus is unique up to isotopy ([22]).

Theorem 3.2.3 (Existence of closed accidental surface).
Let K be a knot in S3. If

E(K) contains an accidental essential surface with boundary slope 7, then E(K) contains a

closed accidental incompressible surface with accidental slope T.

By Theorem 3.2.3 and [5,Lemma 2.5.3],the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.2A (Integralor
meridiona1).

The boundary slope of an accidental essential

surface is an integer or 1/0. D

In [22],it is conjectured that the integral accidental slope is unique for all accidental

incompressible closed surfaces in E(K). By Theorem 3.2.3, if this conjecture is true, we can

conclude that the integral accidental boundary slope is unique.

A Seifert surface S is said to be totally knotted if the exterior S3
-
A(s;s3) is a-

irreducible. We say that K is totally knotted if K bounds a totally knotted Seifert surface.

Notice that there exists a knot which does not bound a totally knotted Seifert surface.

For example, if K is a fibered knot, then for an incompressible Seifert F, the exterior

s3
-
A(F.,S3) is a handlebody which is a product F x I, so it is not totally knotted.
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As will be shown later, an accidental incompressible Seifert surface is totally knotted,

hence the remaining case for Question 3.2.1 is of non-minimal, totally knotted Seifert sur-

faces. We can also show that totally knotted Seifert surfaces with some conditions are not

accidental. However, there exists a satellite knot with totally knotted, non-minimal genus

accidental Seifert surfaces.

Theorem 3.2.5 (Accidental incompressible Seifert
surfaces).

There exist inPnitely

many genus One Satellite knots, each of which bounds an accidental incompressible Seifert

surface of arbitrarily high genus.

This theorem gives a positive answer for Question 3.2.1. If the knot exterior E(K)
s3

-
A(K) contains no essential torus, the Thurston's geometrization theorem assures that

E(K) is a Seifert manifold or S3
-K admits a complete hyperbolic structure of finite volume.

It is known that for a Seifert manifold with non-empty boundary, closed incompressible

surface is isotopic to a torus which is a union of fibers ([32]).Hence, if E(K) is a Seifert

manifold, K does not bound a totally knotted Seifert surface.

In section 3.3.1, we will construct a closed hyperbolic Haken 3-manifold which contains

a hyperbolic knot with an accidental incompressible Seifert surface of genus one. Indeed

our examples of Theorem 3.2.5 are satellite, namely, contain essential tori in exteriors, we

could construct hyperbolic examples in arbitrary 3-manifolds and confirmed by I. Weeks'

computer program 'SnapPea'.

3.2.1 Boundary slopes of essential accidental surfaces

In this section, we consider the existence of embedded accidental annulus and prove Theorem

3.2.3. Hereafter, all 3-manifolds are assumed to be orientable. For a surface S properly

embedded in a 3-manifold M, we denote the regular neighborhood of S in M by N(S; M),
or simply N(S). We denote the frontier of N(S;M) by aN(S;M), and let intN(S;M)
denote the topological interior of N(S; M) in M.

Lemma 3.2.6 (Embedded accidental annulus).
Let S be a two-sided surface properly

embedded in a compact, irreducible, a-irreducible 8-manifold M with aM a union of some

tort. If S is incompressible and a-incompressible in M and has an accidental peripheral,

then there exists an embedded accidental annulus for S.

Proof. Since S is accidental, there exists a map f : Sl x [o,1]) M generic to S such

that f(Sl x (o)) is an accidental peripheral I and I(Sl x (1)) c aM. By the hypothesis

that S is two-sided incompressible and a-incompressible, we have aN(S) is incompressible

and a-incompressible in M-intN(S). Using the product structure of N(S) and the incom-

pressibility and the a-incompressibility of aN(S), we can modify I so that I-1(s) contains

only essential embedded loops in Sl x [o,1]and we may assume that lf-1(s)1is minimal

among all accidental peripherals and such maps. Let A be the closure of a component of
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Sl x [o,1]
-I-1(s)

suchthat Sl x (1) c aA. Iff(aA-Sl x (1)) is not an accidental

peripheral, then it is freely homotopic into aM in S. So, by cutting N(4Sl x [o,1])and

pasting a parallel copy of the free homotopy in S, we obtain a map f' : Sl x [o,1]) M

with If'-1(S)l< If-1(S)I,a contradiction to the minimality of If-i(s)l.
Let M' be the cutting result M-intN(S), and let S+ be the component of aN(S) with

S+
nf(A) i 0. Since each component of aM is a torus and S is essential, M' forms a

sutured manifold. Set T' = A(Im(I) naM'; aM') where A(Im(I) naM'; aM') is the union

of N(Im(I) n aM';aM') and the disks bounded by aN(Im(I) n aM';aM') in aM'. Then

T' is incompressible in M', so the pair (M',T') forms a Haken-manifold pair.

For f(S' x (1))is in a suture, the component of A(Im(I) n aM';aM') which contains

I(Sl x (1)) is an annulus. By applying the Annulus theorem ([32,VIII.10])to (M',T')
we get a well-embedded Seifert pair (I,@) c (M',T'). If the component (E',@')c (I,@)

which contains Im(I) is an I-pair, then it has to be ((S1)x I)x I and either get an embedded

accidental peripheral or actual peripheral in S. Hence we assume that (E',@')is an S1-pair.

If each component ofa4?I is parallel to aS+ in S+, the loop I is also parallel to aS+ in S+.

So, some component of FrE' is an embedded accidental annulus for S+. Since S is parallel

to S+ in M, the embedded accidental annulus can be modified to an embedded accidental

annulus for S. D

A surface F properly embedded in a 3-manifold M is 7T1-essential if aN(F) is incom-

pressible and a-incompressible in M
-
A(F). We will deal with one-sided surfaces, so we

prove the following lemma needed later.

Lemma 3.2.7. Let K be a non-trivial knot in S3, and S be a properly embedded, con-

nected, one-sided surface in E(K). The surface S is 7T1-essential if and only ifaN(S) is

incompressible in E(K).

Proof. Suppose aN(S) is incompressible in E(K). We first claim that if aN(S) is a-

compressible in E(K), then aN(S) is a-parallel into aE(K) by the irreducibility of E(K)
and the incompressibility of aN(S). To see this, let D denote a a-compression disk of

aN(S) in E(K) and let A be the annular component of aE(K) - N(S) which meets aD.

Let D+, D- be components of aN(D; E(K)-cl(N(S))) which are parallel copies of D, and

let D. be the "rectangular" component of A
- (D+ u D-) which does not meet aD. Put

D' = D* UD+ uD-. Observe that the surface D' is a disk with aD' c aN(S) and by the

incompressibility, aD' bounds a disk in D" in aN(S). Hence the component of aN(S) hav-

ing the a-compression disk D is an annulus consisting of D" and N(aD n aN(S); aN(S)).
Since the knot exterior E(K) is irreducible, the sphere D" u D' bounds a 3-ball B in E(K).
Thus, the manifold B U N(D) forms a solid torus with meridian disk D, so this gives a

a-parallelism.

Notice that the a-compression disk is in
cl(E(K) - N(S)) since for a twisted I-bundle

over surface, the corresponding aI-bundle is a-incompressible in the twisted I-bundle. So,
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aN(S) is an annulus parallel into aE(K). Thus the one-sided surface S is homeomorphic

to a M6bius band and 7T1(E(K))
=

7T1(S)
= A. This means that K is trivial. D

Proof of Theorem 8.2.8. Let So be a connected 7T1-essential surface with boundary slope 7,

and let Ao be an accidental annulus for So. By Lemma 3.2.6, we may assume the accidental

annulus Ao is embedded. We construct (possiblynon-orientable)7T1-essential surfaces (Si)
inductively as follows. We are given a 7T1-essential surface Si and an accidental annulus Ai

for Si. Let Bi be the closure of the component of aE(K) -
aSi Which contains aAi. We

isotope the surface Si U Bi Slightly into A(K) and we set the resulting surface Si+1. We

put Ai+1 the closure of the component of Ai
-

Si+1 Which meets aE(K) and we set A'i the

closure of the other component. We put E(Si+1)
=

C1(E(K) - N(Si+1)). Here we denote

Ai+1 n E(Si+1) and A; n E(Si+1) by the same symbols Ai+1 and A; respectively.

Proposition 3.2.8. The surface Si+1 is 7T1-essential in E(K) and Ai+1 is an accidental

annulus for Si+1.

Proof of
Proposition 8.2.8. Suppose there exists a compression disk D for aN(S%+1) in

E(Si+1). Set A = A: uAi+1. We may assume that D intersects A transversely, and assume

that the number lD n Al is minimal among all compression disks for aN(S%+1) in E(Si+1).
If lD n AI

= 0, then we have aD c aN(Si), but this contradicts the 7r1-eSSentiality of Si.

We note that A: and Ai+1 are incompressible in E(Si+1). Otherwise, K is trivial and So

must be a disk. This contradicts the accidentality of So. Hence, there is no loop in D n A

by the minimality of ID n AI.
Next, we will show that there exists no arc of D n A which is inessential in A. For a

contradiction, suppose that there is an arc of D n A which is inessential in A. Let ct be an

arc of DnA which is outermost in A, and 6 the corresponding outermost disk in A. Cutting

D along ck and pasting two copies of 6 to them, we get two disks Dl and D2 Properly

embedded in E(Si+1). It follows from the essentiality of aD in aE(Si+1) that at least one

of Dl and D2 is a compression disk for aE(Si+1) in E(Si+1) again. We exchange D for the

new compression disk. However, ID n Al strictly decreases, this contradicts the minimality

ofIDnAI.
Therefore, all arcs of DnA are essential in A. Let a be an arc of DnA which is

outermost in D, and 6 the corresponding outermost disk in D. Since one component of

aAi+i is contained in aE(K), I6n Ai+1l
= 0. Now 6 gives a a-compression disk for A: in

E(Si+1). When we recover Si from Si+1 by an annulus compression along Ai+1, 6 can be

converted to a a-compression disk for Ai in E(Si), Since 6 n (E(Si+1)n A:) consists of one

point. This contradicts the assumption that Ai is an accidental annulus for Si, and proves

that aN(Si+1) is incompressible in E(K).
If Si+1 is one-sided, then it is 7T1-essential by Lemma 3.2.7. If Si+i is two-sided and

aN(Si+1) is a-compressible in E(K), then Si+1 is a-parallel annulus. By the construction

of Si+I, We have
x(Si+1) x(Si) Where x denoted the Euler number. It follows that Si
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is also an annulus, but Si Cannot be accidental since all non-trivial loop is a-parallel. This

proves that aN(Si+I) is a-incompressible in E(K).
Now let us show that Ai+i is an accidental annulus. It is noticed that Si is connected. If

Ai+1 n Si+I is parallel to aSi+i is Si+1, then Si Cannot be connected by the existence of the

parallelism annulus in Si+1. Hence, Ai+i is an accidental annulus for St+1. This completes

the proof of Proposition 3.2.8. U

Since laSi+1I IaSiI-2, wehave laSnI
= Oor 1 for some integer n. If laSnI = 0, we

are done. If laSnI= 1, the surface Sn+I = aN(Sn uN(K)) is 7T1-essential and accidental by

the same argument as Proposition 3.2.8 since aN(Sn.,E(K)) is 7T1-essential and accidental.

This proves Theorem 3.2.3. U

If So is an accidental incompressible Seifert surface for K, by the argument in the proof

of Theorem 3.2.3, S1 = a(S3 -
A(s.; s3)) is incompressible. Hence S. is totally knotted.

Thus, we have:

Proposition 3.2.9. An accidental incompressible Seifertsurface S is totally knotted and

the knot complement contains a closed incompressible surface of genus 2g(S). D

3.2.2 0n general 3-manifolds

The accidental Seifert surface constructed above is actually non-minimal genus, as the result

of Fenley [7].Here we remark that a minimal genus Seifert surface for a knot in some 3-

manifold can be accidental.

Proposition 3.2.10. There exists a closed hyperbolic Haken 3-manifold M such that M

contains a hyperbolic knot K with an accidental Seifertsurface of genus one.

Proof. Let T be a genus one, orientable surface with a connected boundary. Let I be an

essential simpleclosed curve inT. Put Mo = Tx I, H+ = aTxI, and H- = N(I;T) x (1).
By identifying two annuli H+ and H- with some homeomorphism, we obtain an orientable

3-manifold MI With aMI connected, closed, genus two. Using the product structure of Mo,

it can be shown that each component of aMo
- (aH+ u aH-) is incompressible, there is no

properly embedded disk D in M. such that each of aD n Hi and aD n (aM. - i+ u H_)

is a singlearc, and that there is no essential annulus with boundaries in H+ U H_. Thus,

Ml is irreducible, a-irreducible, and atoroida1.

Put K = aT x (1/2). Notice that the knot K bounds a genus one Seifert surface, still

denoted by T, with an accidental annulus I x [1/2,1]in M1. Let V be an irreducible, a-

irreducible, atoroida1, and anannular 3-manifold such that aV is a genus two closed surface.

We glue Ml and V with their boundaries, and get a closed manifold M which is irre-

ducible, atoroida1, and contains an incompressible surface, say the gluing surface. Thus, this

manifold is hyperbolic by Thurston's geometrization theorem (cf.[70]).
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To see the knot K is hyperbolic, we show that E(K) is irreducible, a-irreducible,

atoroidal, anannular. Using the product structure again, we can show that E(K; M1)
M1

-
A(K;M1) is irreducible, a-irreducible, and atoroida1. Since V is irreducible, a-

irreducible, atoroidal, and anannular, the exterior E(K; M)
irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal and anannular.

V uav=aMI E(K;M1) is

D

3.3 Satellite knots with accidental Seifert surfaces

3.3.1 Construction

In this section, we prove Theorem 3.2.5 by constructing infinitely many knots in S3 of

distinct types with accidental incompressible Seifert surfaces. Also we construct a closed

hyperbolic Haken 3-manifold which contains a hyperbolic knot which bounds an accidental

incompressible Seifert surface.

Proof of Theorem 8.2.5. Let V be a solid torus and K' be the knot in V as shown in Figure

3.3, and So be the genus one Seifert surface spanned by K' in V.

Let Ko be a composite knot in S3, and for any integer n > 0, let Ao,A1,...
,An

be

mutually parallel essential annuli in E(Ko) coming from the decomposing sphere of the

composite knot Ko. There exists an annulus A in V such that aA = lo ull and AnSo = lo

where lo is a non-separating curve in So and ll is the boundary ofa meridian disk of V. Let

N be a regular neighbourhood of a(V -
A(s.))

-
av in V

-
A(s.) which is homeomorphic

to a product S' x I where S' is a closed surface with x(S*)
=

2x(S.) and S' x (1) c &.

Set Si S' x (i/n) for 1 5; i 5; n. After "a-annulus-compressions" along A (seeFigure

3A), we get surfaces Sh,SL1,...
,S6

from the surface Sn,Sn-1,...
,So.

We remark K' is

a non-trivial knot, and each S: is not homeomorphic to an annulus.

Proposition 3.3.1. Each S: is 7T1-essential in V
-

K'.
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Proof. First, we claim that it sufBces to show Si is incompressible in V
-

K'. If D is a

compressing disk for S:,then D can be modified to a compressing disk for Si. Hence, if

Si is incompressible, then S: is also incompressible. Suppose D is a a-compressing disk for

S: such that aD ct u P,ck I aV,@ c S:. By the construction, aS: separates aV into

a union of two annuli Bo,B1, SO Ct is an essential arc in, say, Bo. We identifya regular

neighbourhood
N' ofD intheclosureofV-S: with D x I. Put Di =D x i for i =0,1.

Then (Bo
-N')

UDoUDl forms a disk D' such that aD' c St!. If S: is incompressible, then

aD' bounds a disk E in S: on the side not containing aD and the sphere D' u E bounds a

3-ball C on the side not containing D. The solid torus Cu N' is a a-parallelism for S', this

is a contradiction and this proves our first claim.

Next, we show that Si is incompressible. Since So is a genus one Seifert surface and

K' is
non-trivial,

it is incompressible. Put Fo =

aN(So.,V). Since Fo is incompressible in

N(S.; V) -
K', it sufEces to show that Fo is incompressible in V

-
A(s.;v). Let D' be a

meridian disk of V which contains A such that aD' = ll and D'
- N(So.;V) is a uni.n.f

annuli B,B' (B' c A). Let D be a compressing disk for Fo. We assume [Dn (BUB')I is

minimal among all compressing disks. We claim that if D intersects B U B', then D n B is

a union ofessential arcs in B, and D nB' = 0. If some component is an inessential loop or

arc, we can reduce the number lDn (BUB')I. If A be an innermost disk ofD with respect

to Dn(BUB'), then aA is acoreofB or B'. But thereexists aloop I in N(So;V) suchthat

I intersects the sphere D" U A with non-zero algebraic intersection number, where D" is a

disk in D' bounded by aA. This means that D"UA does not bound a 3-ball, a contradiction

to the irreducibility of V. If A' is an outermost disk in D with aA' =

c/ uP'(c{ c B),
then by the above claim, c{ is an essential arc in B. IfF = Fo

-A(D';V),
then FnP'

is a connected arc in F since a,n (B U B')
= 0. But it is impossible because two points

a(P'nF) lie in distinct component ofF. So, Dn (BUB') = 0. Now, it is easy to see that

aD bounds a disk in F. This completes the proof. D

We embed V in S3 so that V N(Ko) and a+Ao a-S6, a+Ai a+S:_1(1
_<

i 5;

n),a-An
=

a+Sh,a-Ai
=

a-S:+i,(n-1
_>

i 2 0).(seeFigure3A). We let K bethe image

ofK/.

The surface S =

u?=oAt u S: is an orientable Seifert surface for K of genus n + 1, and

has an accidental peripheral (Figure3.5).
Since Ko is composite, each annulus Ai is 7T1-essential in E(Ko), and by Proposition

3.3.1, each St! is 7T1-essential. Hence we can show that the Seifert surface S is incompressible

inE(K).
It is not hard to see, because S: is incompressible, that the wrapping numberwv(K')

= 2

where the wrapping number wv(K')
is defined to be the geometric intersection number of

K' with a meridian disk in V. So, by twisting the knot K' along the loop ll in the solid

torus V, one can produce infinitely many knots of distinct types, by [43,Theorem 2.1].This

completes the proof. D
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Remark 3.3.2. In [49]and [15],genus one knots with arbitrarily high genus Seifert surface

are given. In particular, the knot Gustafson([15])constructed is simple.

3A Hyperbolic knots with accidental Seifbrt surfaces

We give a method to construct a hyperbolic knot which bounds an incompressible Seifert

surface of arbitrarily high genus with accidental peripherals.

Let M be a 3-manifold and let S be a surface properly embedded in M. An essential

loop in S is called an accidental peripheral in M if it is freely homotopic into aM in M.

A Seifert surface F bounded by a knot K is said to have accidental peripherals if F n

E(K) has accidental peripherals in E(K) where E(K) denotes the exterior of K. If a

Seifert surface has an accidental peripheral, then we say it is accidental. If a hyperbolic

knot bounds an accidental incompressible Seifert surface, by a result of Thurston [70]and
Bonahon [3],it corresponds to a geometrically finite but not quasi-Fuchsian subgroup of

Im(p :

7T1(E(K))
-) Isom+(H3)).

Accidental surfaces have interesting properties in both knot theory and hyperbolic ge-

ometry. In [60,Theorem 1.3],we showed if K bounds an accidental incompressible Seifert

surface F, then E(K) contains a closed essential surface, indeed E(F) is a-irreducible, and it

is known that the boundary slope of a properly embedded surface with accidental peripherals

in the exterior of a knot in S3 is integral or cx3 [60,Theorem lA]. Ichihara-Ozawa ([22]and

[24])gave several properties of accidental closed essential surfaces embedded in knot com-

plements in S3 and showed in [22]a large class of knots deny the Menasco-Reid
conjecture

[52],the conjecture that hyperbolic knot complements in S3 do not contain closed totally

geodesic embedded surfaces. In [24],several applications to Dehn surgery on hyperbolic

knots were given.
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In [7],Fenley showed that any minimal genus Seifert surface spanned by a knot in S3

contains no accidental peripheral using Gabai's results on taut finite depth foliations [11].
It is known that some hyperbolic 3lmanifold contains a hyperbolic knot which bounds a

genus one, so it is minimal genus, incompressible accidental Seifert surface [60].In [60],

we studied some property of properly embedded surfaces in knot exteriors with accidental

peripherals and constructed satellite knots with infinitely many accidental incompressible

Seifert surfaces.

Here we remark that not all hyperbolic knots does not bound accidental incompressible

Seifert surfaces. In fact, small knots, fibered knots, not totally knotted knots have no

accidental incompressible Seifert surfaces [60,Theorem 1.3].In this section, we give a method

to construct hyperbolic knots in a closed 3-manifold each of which bounds arbitrarily high

genus incompressible Seifert surfaces with accidental peripherals. We have:

Theorem 3A.1. Any orientable closed 3-manifold contains a genus One hyperbolic knot

which bounds an incompressible Seifertsurface of arbitrarily high genus, With non-separating

accidental peripherals.

The knot illustrated in Figure 3.2 is an example of hyperbolic knot which is constructed

by our algorithm.

There are several results on constructing knots with arbitrarily high genus incompressible

Seifert surfaces. In [49],Lyon constructed a satellite knot, and in [15],Gustafson gave a

simple knot. In [41],Kobayashi constructed free essential Seifert surfaces of arbitrarily high

genus for a certain pretzel link to obtain Haken 3-manifolds each of which admits infinitely

many non-equivalent strongly irreducible Heegaard splittings.

3A.1 Preliminaries

Let M be a 3-manifold and S be a surface in M properly embedded or contained in aM. A

compression disk
ofS

is an embedded disk D in M such that DnS = aD and aD does not

bound a disk in S. If S does not admit compression disks and S is not simply connected,

then we say S is incompressible in M and call S an incompressible
surface.

We say S is

essential if it is incompressible and not a-parallel. We say M is irreducible if each sphere in

M bounds a 3-ball in M, and M is a-imleducible if aM is incompressible in M. A 3-manifold

which is irreducible and a-irreducible is said to be atoroidal (anannularresp.)
if it does not

contain essential torus (annulusresp.).
We say M is simple if it is irreducible, a-irreducible,

atoroidal and anannular.

3A.2 ProofofTheorem 3A.1

Proof of
Theorem 8.4.1. Let 71 = (M; H1, H2) be a Heegaard decomposition of any closed 3-

manifold M and let g7t denote the genus of the Heegaard splitting. We construct a properly
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embedded 1-dimensional complexes in Hl and H2 aS follows. Let rl be a 2-component graph

such that one component is an arc and the other is a half-handcuff graph, that is, a connected

graph consisting of a loop and a free edge. Let r2 be a copy of r1. By Myers' excellent

submanifold theory [57,Theorem 1.1],or Kawauchi's imitation theory [35,Theorem 1.1],
or using Brunnian spatial graphs with hyperbolic exterior with totally geodesic boundary,

for example, Suzuki's On-curve [67]which is known to have these properties (seeUshijima's

work [81]for hyperbolic structures of E(On)) basic ideas of these three are similar

we can properly embed ri in Hi SO that Hi
-A(r%)

is simple (i=

1,2).We can choose a

gluing map I : aH1 ) aH2 recovering M such that I(ar1) = ar2 and r = rl Uf r2 forms

a connected handcuff graph embedded in M. Since E(I')
= M

-
A(r) is obtained from

H1
-A(r1)

and H2
-
A(r2) by gluing them along E(r) naHl =

E(r) naH2, by Lemma

1.2.8, it follows that M
-
A(r) is simple.

In [74,Lemma 5.6],we showed the following.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let K be the knot illustrated in Figure 8.6 in the handlebody V of9enuS
two. Then V-R'(K) is irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal and there is no essential annulus

whose boundaries contained in aN(K). D

We embed (V,K) in M along N(r) so that V n aH1 forms four Simple closed curves

parallel to the curve indicated in Figure 3.7 in aV, to obtain a genus one knot K' in M.

Later we use the same symbol V for the image of V of the embedding and regard N(r) = V.
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Proposition 3.4.3. K' is a genus One hyperbolic knot in M.

proof. The exterior E(K)
= M

-
A(K) is obtained from E(r) and V

-
A(K) by gluing

aE(I') to aV. Hence by Lemma 1.2.7, K' is a simple knot in M. By Thurston's hy-

perbolization result, K* is hyperbolic. Clearly K' bounds a genus one Seifert surface in

VcM. D

Let Fl be the genus one Seifert surface bounded by K as shown in Figure 3.7.

To complete the proof, we show K bounds incompressible accidental Seifert surfaces of

arbitrarily high genus.

Fix a natural number n 2: 2 arbitrarily.

Let F2,...,Fn be mutually disjointn
-

1 parallel surfaces in V, such that each Fi is

parallel to aN(F1) in V. Let A be the annulus indicated in Figure 3.7 such that one of

whose boundary components is contained in Fl and the other is in aV. We may assume

that A and F2 U... UFn are in general position and An Fi consists of a singlecircle. Thus

we may suppose An (F2U... UFn) is a disjointunion of essential loops in A. Performing an

"annulus compression" along A to each Fi in V to aV, we obtain mutually disjointsurfaces
Fi''S aS Shown in Figure 3.8.

Let S1,...
, Sn be mutually parallel properly embedded surface in E(I')such that each Si

is parallel to E(r) n (Hl n H2). Without loss of generality, we may assume Sl is nearest to

H1. It is noticed that each Si has three boundary components. Let ci denote a component

of aSi Which bounds a genus one surface Ui in aV with St n Ui = Ci. Though there are two

choice ofci foreach Si, WeChoosecl for S1 0nthe side ofH1, and c2,...,Cn for S2,...,Sn

on the side H2. Put S:
= SiUUi. By pushing S:'sslightly

into E(F), we put them mutually

disjointas shown in Figure 3.9. It is remarked that aS: consists of two components and

ET=l laS:I= 2n.

Sewing U;=1 S: and U;=1Fi' in M, we obtain a surface S; with aS; = K*.
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Proposition BAA. S; is orientable and connected.

Proof. It is noticed that each S: has two boundary components. It is observed that Si joins

FL to FL_1, S; joins FL_2 tO FL, S:joins FL_i tO FL_i_2 for i =

2,...,[n/2],thuswe can

see that S; is orientable and connected successively. 0

Proposition 3A.5. S; is a Seifertsurface for K' of9enuS g7i + 2n.

Proof. By the construction of St(, we have
x(S:)

=

-2g7t -
2. On the other hand, it follows

that x(F1')
=

-1 andx(F,I)
=

-2 (i> 1).Thuswehavex(S;)
= (-2g7i-2)n-1-2(n-1) =

-2g7in-4n+ 1 and g(S;)
=

g7i +2n. D

Now our goal is to show S; is incompressible. To show this, it is sufBcient to show E(S;)
is a-irreducible.

It is observed that in E(S;), there are seven annuli decomposing E(S;) into five compo-

nents M1, M2, B, P and C (cf.Figure 3.10 for n = 5, the circle drawn with dashed curve

corresponds to aV.),where Mi is homeomorphic to Hi
-
A(ri), B is a solid torus, P is an

I-bundle over a surface with seven boundary components and C is a 3-manifold obtained as

follows. Let Tl and T2 be two genus one surfaces such that each of them has a connected

boundary. Let Al and A2 be annuli in Tl and T2 With Ti
-Ai connected for i = 1,2. Then

C is
obtained from two product handlebodies TI X I and T2 X I by gluing AI X (0) and

A2 X (0) together, and it follows that PnC = aTI X IUaT2 X I. This can be see as follows:

It is noticed that C comes from the region between Si and S; in Figure 3.9. Let X be the

3-manifold illustrated in Figure 3.ll and let Aa and Ab be essential annuli in X as shown

in the figure. By the construction of S;, C is homeomorphic to X
-
A(Aa). Furthermore,

x' = x
-A(Ab)

is a product and X" = X'-A(Aa) is homeomorphic to (TIUT2) X I.
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We put Co TI X IUT2 X I. Notice that Co is homeomorphic to X". Gluing M1,

M2, B, P and Co along the corresponding l4 annuli, we obtain a manifold Mo. To adapt

Lemma 1.2.6 for them to show Mo is a-irreducible, we will check the gluing condition for

each M1, M2, B, P and Co. It is clear that each of them is irreducible. Since Mi is simple,

it is a-irreducible and since the core of the annulus Mi nP is non-separating in aMi, Mi nP

is incompressible in Mi and aMi
- (Mi n P) is also incompressible. The condition for B is

clearly satisfied since it is a solid torus and since B n P consists of three longitudal annuli.

Because P is an I-bundle and the corresponding aI-bundle is incompressible in P, and

because aP is
separated by the remainder annuli P n (MI U M2 U B u C), each a-reducing

disk has intersection with the boundary of the aI-bundle in more than or equal to four

points. Similarly, the condition for Co is valid since each component of Co is an I-bundle.

Now by Lemma 1.2.6, Mo is irreducible and a-irreducible.

Since Ai is non-separating in Ti and since Mo is a-irreducible, Ai is incompressible in Mo

and aMo
- (AI U A2) is incompressible. Notice that E(S;) is obtained from Mo by gluing

Al and A2 together, E(S;) is a-irreducible by Lemma 1.2.6. D

The knot illustrated in Figure 3.2 is a hyperbolic knot constructed by our algorithm.

The embedding of the handcuff graph is based on the true lover's tangle which is known to

have simple exterior [56,Proposition 4.1].The corresponding genus zero Heegaard surface

of S3 is viewed from a horizontal line intersecting with the knot in six points.

3.5 Excellent Seifert surfaces and applications to acci-

dental surfaces

Let S be a Seifert surface for a knot in a 3-manifold. We say S is excellent if the exterior

E(S) is irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroidal and anannular. In this section, we give some

properties of knots with excellent Seifert surfaces and a method to construct a simple knot

which bounds excellent non-orientable Seifert surfaces with distinct boundary slopes.

Let X be a 3-manifold with aX a union of some tori. An isotopy class of a simple

closed curve 7 in aX is called a boundary slope if there exists an incompressible and a-

incompressible surface S properly embedded in X such that T is isotopic to a component of

aF in aX. If X is a knot exterior in some 3-manifold and the knot bounds an orientable

Seifert surface, then isotopy classes of simple closed curves in aX is represented by a rational

number and cx3, Where 0 represents the boundary slope of orientable Seifert surfaces and cn

means the meridional slope.

In [18],Hatcher showed that for each component T of aX, the number of slopes of

incompressible and a-incompressible surfaces such that all boundary components are con-

tained in T is finite, using branched surface theory developed by Floyd and Oertel [8].As

a consequence, it can be shown that all but finitely many Dehn surgery along a small knot,
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that is, a knot without closed incompressible non-a-parallel surfaces in the exterior, produce

non-Haken 3-manifTolds.

In [19],Hatcher and Oertel showed that each rational number is realized as a boundary

slope for some Montesinos knot, and gave an algorithm to calculate boundary slopes of

Montesinos knots.

In [22],Ichihara and Ozawa studied strongly essential surfaces in knot exteriors in S3.

Here a properly embedded surface S in the knot exterior E(K) is said to be strongly essential

ifit is incompressible, a-incompressible, and some component E(K) -
A(s) is a-irreducible.

In [22],it was shown that the number of components of strongly essential surfaces is at

most two, the boundary slope of a strongly essential surface is integral or ～, and some

applications to Dehn surgery was given.

Here we give a method to construct a knot admitting strongly essential surfaces, in fact,

excellent Seifert surfaces. For a knot K in a 3-manifold X, we call a connected surface S,

possibly non-orientable, embedded in X such that aS = S n K = K with boundary slope

integral Seifert surface for K. For a homological reason, it is noticed that the boundary

slope of any Seifert surface is even. A subset I c X is totally knotted if the exterior

E(I) x
-
A(I) is irreducible and a-irreducible. We denote the boundary slope of a

properly embedded surface S by
T(S).

A Seifert surface S for a knot K in X is said to

be totally knotted (excellentresp.)
if E(S)

=

E(K) -
A(s) is irreducible and a-irreducible

(irreducible,a-irreducible, atoroidal, and anannular resp.).
Here we remark that some fixed

knot can bound infinitely many totally knotted Seifert surfaces [60,Theorem 1.5],up to

isotopy, but it can be shown by [73,Theorem 1.1]the number of isotopy classes of excellent

Seifert surfaces for a fixed knot is finite. Furthermore, it is remarked that only hyperbolic

knots bound excellent Seifert surfaces (Lemma 3.5.3),and if K bounds an excellent Seifert

surface, then any finite fold regular branched covering space along K is hyperbolic Haken

(Lemma 3.5A).
Our aim in this section is to show the following.

Theorem 3.5.1. For anyPnite set of even integers (a1,...
,an),

there exists a simple knot

in any closed 3-manifold which bounds excellent non-orientable Seifert surfaces F1,...
,
Fn

such that
7(Fi)

= ai.

In fact, strongly essential surfaces produces essential closed surfaces in the knot comple-

ment with accidental peripherals (see[22]and S 3.5.3).As an application of Theorem 3.5.1,

we construct a counterexample to a conjecture on the uniqueness of integral accidental slopes

of closed essential surfaces in knot complements [22,Conjecture 3.2],which was inspired by

[22,Theorem 3.1]and was expected to be unique in [22].

Theorem 3.5.2. For anyPnite set of even integers (a1,...
,an),

there exists a simple knot

in any closed 3-manifold such that each ai is an accidental slope of some closed essential

accidental surface
in the complement.
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The knot illustrated in Figure 3.1 is a knot constructed by a method similar to our

construction given in S3.5.2but slight
differ which produces smaller genus Seifert surfaces

than the original construction in S3.5.2)but does not assure the knot is simplu which

bounds non-orientable Seifert surfaces Fl and F2 both of them are totally knotted such that

lT(F1)-

7(F2)1
= 2,

x(F1)
=

-3, x(F2)
=

-2 and the complement contains two accidental

surfaces Sl and S2 With integral accidental slopes differed by two such that
x(S1)

=

-6 and

x(S2)
=

-4.

3.5.1 Excellent Seifert surfaces

IJemma 3.5.3. Let K be a knot with an excellent Seifertsurface
S. Then K is simple.

Proof. By splitting along aN(S), the knot exterior E(K) is decomposed into two 3-manifolds

such that one of them is E(F) and the other is N(F) - A(K). Since F is excellent, E(F)
is simple. Considering the characteristic Seifert pair of (N(F) -

A(K), a(N(F) -
A(K)))

which consists of an Sl x sl x I and an I-bundle over a surface with connected boundary, it

can be shown that N(F) -
N(K) is irreducible, a-irreducible, atoroida1, and for any essential

annulus A in N(F) -
A(K), aA is not contained in aN(K). Thus, we can apply Lemma

1.2.2 to show that E(K) is simple. U

Lemma 3.5A. Let K be a knot with an excellent Seifert surface S in a 3-manifold M.

Then any Bnite fold branched covering space OfM along K such that each degree Of upstairs

branching Sets is greater that one is simple Haken.

Proof. Let p : M' ) M be such a finite fold branched covering along K. By the Torus-

Annulus Theorem ([28]),it can be seen that each component ofp-1(E(S))
is simple. By the

condition on the branched covering, each component H
ofp-1(N(S) - N(K)) forms a book

of
I-bundles (see[73,S4]for definition)with each sheet negative Euler characteristic. By

[73,Lemma 4.1],H is irreducible, a-irreducible and atoroidal. Thus by Lemma 1.2.2, M'

is simple. Now it clear that each component ofp-I(aN(S))
is incompressible in M'. Thus,

M' is simple Ilaken. U

We say a Seifert surface S for a knot K is freeis E(S) is a handlebody.

Lemma 3.5.5. Any non-trivial knot with afree Seifertsurface of9enuS One does not bound

excellent Seifertsurfaces.

Proof. Suppose there exists a non-trivial knot K in a 3-manifold M which bounds a genus

one free Seifert surface F and an excellent Seifert surface S. Let p : M' -) M be a 2-

fold covering space along K. Clearly M' is obtained from two copies of E(F), which is a

genus two handlebody, by gluing their boundaries together and M' is a closed 3-manifold of

Heegaard genus at most two. On the other hand, M' is obtained from two copies of E(S),
thus M' contains a closed separating acylindrical surface,that is, an incompressible surface
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without essential annuli in the cutting result. However it is known that a closed 3-manifold

of Heegaard genus at most two does not contain separating acylindrical surface [72,Theorem

1.10].This completes the proof. D

It is known that some knot does not bound free incompressible Seifert surfaces [50],

and some knot does not bound totally knotted Seifert surfaces, fibered knots for example.

On the other hand, Lyon [51]constructed a simple knot KL in S3 which bounds a genus

one free Seifert surface FL and a genus one totally knotted Seifert surface SL. By Lemma

3.5.5, SL is not excellent. Though it seems that there exists a simple knot which bounds

a free incompressible Seifert surfaces and an excellent Seifert surface. Using J. Week's

computer program SNAPPEA, the author have confirmed that a knot obtained from the

link illustrated in Figure 3.12 by twisting along six trivial components suitably bounds a

free incompressible Seifert surface of arbitrarily high genus and an excellent Seifert surface

of genus two.

3.5.2 Construction

Proof of Theor,em 8.5.1. Put m =

max((max(a1,... ,an) - min(a1,...,an))/2,
1).

Let (B,7-= tl Ut2 Ut3) be a simple 3-string tangle. We can construct such a tangle by

Lemma 1.2.9. Let DI UD2UD3 be disjointunion of disks in aB such that ati C Di, and let

plUp2 be two points in aB-(DIUD2UD3). We call the 4-tuple (B,7-,DIUD2UD3,PIUp2)

anode.

we embed m copies B(1),...
,B(m) (B(i)= (B(i),T(i),Dii)uD!i)uDSi),pii)up;i))).fthe

node in the ambient manifold M mutually disjoint,and connect 8m points U aT(i)
upii)up;i)

with 7m arcs a sl U... U s7m in the outside of nodes so that U7-(i)uJ is connected
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Figure 3.14: E' ) I" (removing-splitting)

and it forms a graph with
p5.i)

free vertex for each i,i and such that each point of aT

is a vertex of valence 3. By Lemma 1.2.9, we can choose a SO that for the 2-complex

I = UT(i) uuaB(i) ug, E(I) is simple.

We let E' denote the polyhedron obtained from I by tubing along some components TT

ofT(i),s inside the node and splitting strings as shown in Figure 3.13. We let DT be the union

of disks of UD(i) each of which contains the boundaries of TT and put DR = UD(i) - DT

and put P = DR - aCT. Let I" be a polyhedron obtain from E' by removing P and splitting

strings in the node as shown in Figure 3.14. We call components of DR and DT removing

disks and tubing disks respectively. Later, N(I") will match a regular neighborhood of a

desired excellent Seifert surface.

Lemma 3.5.6. E(E') is simple.

Proof. It is noticed that E(E') is obtained from E(I) by gluing certain pants P' in aE(I)
together. To adapt Lemma 1.2.2, we show that aE(I) -aP' satisfy the condition in Lemma

1.2.2. By the construction of I, each component of aP' is non-separating in aE(I) thus

it is not contractible in aE(I). Suppose aE(I) -
aP' is compressible and let R be a

compression disk. Since E(I) is simple, aR bounds a disk R' in aE(I) containing some
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component of aP'. However, in this case the innermost one is contractible in aE(I). This

is a contradiction. Now since E(I) is simple, we can apply Lemma 1.2.2 to show E(E') is

simple. I

Lemma 3.5.7. E(I") is simple.

Proof. Let ET be the polyhedron obtained from I by performing the tubing-splitting op-

eration as shown in Figure 3.13 along all components of UD(i). By Lemma 3.5.6, E(ET)
is simple. It is noticed that E(I") is obtained from E(ET) by gluing aE(ET) along once-

punctured tori T corresponding to P. To apply Lemma 1.2.2, it is sufBcient to show 'that

aE(ET) -
aT is incompressible since E(ET) is simple. Suppose there exists a compression

disk R of aE(ET) -aT.
Since E(ET) is simple, aR bounds a disk R' in aE(ET). By

the construction of ET, it is easy to see that each component of aT is not contractible in

aE(ET). Thus, R does not contain any component of aT and this implies that aE(ET) -aT

is incompressible in E(ET). Now by Lemma 1.2.2, E(I") is simple. D

Now it is noticed that N(I") is homeomorphic to a handlebody.
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Figure 3.16: DR =DI UD2

Figure 3.17: DR = D3

By embedding an oriented simple closed curve in N(I), we construct a knot K such that

each of K n N(T(i))and K n N(g(i))forms an incoherently oriented bands and K is viewed

in each node as illustrated in Figure 3.15. There are two forms for surfaces in each node

(seeFigures 3.16 and 3.17, six bands are not drawn in those pictures, and corresponding

removing disks are indicated),one of them is a M6bius band with a single and six bands,

the other is a disk with two knotted handles and six bands, with boundary slopes differed

by two. Thus K bounds 2m non-orientable Seifert surfaces, and the difference of boundary

slopes is contributed by the crossing indicated by the dotted circle. In each node, we choose

the crossing indicated by the dotted circle in Figure 3.15 so that the number of all positive

crossings coincide max(ai,0).
Thus, by twisting a band coming from a Suitably, we can

construct a non-orientable Seifert surface of boundary slope arbitrary even number 7 With

max(ai) 5 7 5 min(ai)
for a fixed knot K.

It is noticed that for each Seifert surface F bounded by K as above, E(F) is homeomor-
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phic to E(I") for some removing disks. Thus by Lemma 3.5.7, F is excellent. Hence by

Lemma 3.5.3, K is simple. This completes the proof. U

3.5.3 Accidental surfaces

Let K be a knot in S3. An essential closed surface S in E(K) is said to be accidental if

there is an embedded annulus A with aA=l'ul suchthat AnS=l' and AnaE(K) = I.

It is known that the slope determined by I is independent of the choice of A [22,Theorems

1.2].Hence such a slope is called an accidental slope for S. Furthermore it is known that

any accidental slope is integral or cx3 [22,Lemma 2.5.3]and an example of a knot admitting

accidental surfaces of accidental slopes 0 and ～ is given in [22,Figure 1].
On the other hand, mutually disjointaccidental surfaces have the same accidental slopes

[22,Theorem 3.1].In [24],Ichihara and Ozawa estimated an upper bound on the difference

of integral accidental slopes as follows..

Theorem 3.5.8 (cf. [24, Theorem 3.2]). Let Sl and S2 be accidental surfaces with

integral accidental slopes sl and s2 in E(K). Then ls1-S21 5; min(-x(S1),-X(S2)).
D

The knot illustrated in Figure 3.1 is a knot constructed by a similar method to one

explained in S3.5.2but slight differ, concerning only a-irreducibilities of each objects,which

contains two accidental surfaces Sl and S2 Such that ls1
-S21

= 2,
x(S1)

=

-6 and x(S2)
=

-4, thus it is a counterexample to [22,Conjecture 3.2].The best-possibility of Theorem

3.5.8 seems to be open yet.

Proof of
Theorem 8.5.2. Let K be a simple knot in a 3-manifold M obtained in Theorem

3.5.1 for given (ai). Since each Seifert surface Fi for K is excellent, the closed surface

Si =

aN(Fi) is incompressible in M
-

K and has an accidental annulus disjointfrom Fi.

Thus the accidental slope of Si coincides T(Fi)
= ai. D
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Chapter 4

Experiments

In this chapter, we give experimental results on computer. Most calculations are done with

''SNAPPEA Kernel" (linkedfrom [84]),and we are very grateful to I. Weeks, the author of

SNAPPEA, for making this possible.

4.1 Digging against hyperbolic 3-manifolds of small vo1-

umes in several situations

It is known that the set of volumes of hyperbolic 3-manifolds forms a well-ordered set [70].
In this chapter, we give an experimental result in searching hyperbolic 3-manifolds of small

volumes in the following classes: (A) hyperbolic knots with closed essential surfaces in their

complements, (B) hyperbolic knots with closed acylindrical surfaces in their complements,

(C) hyperbolic knots in a handlebody. Known results and conjectures in some other classes

are indicated in Figure 4.1, where "TGB" means "with totally geodesic boundary".

The exterior of the graph I' illustrated in Figure 4A(A) is known to be one of the

smallest hyperbolic 3-manifolds with totally geodesic boundary [42]. Actually they are

(0)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

closed

1-cusped

2-cusped

3-cusped

TGB

0.9427...

2.0298...

3.6638...

5.3334...

6A519...

[4]

see [88]for some approaches

Figure 4.2

Figured.3 [42]

(5) 1-cusped,TGB 7.7976... Figured.7

Figure 4.1:
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homeomorphic, and the double is obtained by 0-surgery on both components of the link

illustrated in Figure 4A(C). It can be seen that E(r) is homeomorphic to the exterior of the

graph illustrated in Figure 4.3(B).
The knot illustrated in Figure 4.5(B) is a hyperbolic knot with a closed incompressible

surface of genus two in its complement, which was found by Eudave-Muaoz [6].
The knot illustrated in Figure 4.6(A)is a hyperbolic knot found by Adams-Reid [1]as the

first explicit example of a knot with acylindrical surface in its complement. It admits a closed

acylindrical surface of genus two. The knot illustrated in Figure 4.6(B) which was found

here also admits a closed acylindrical surface of genus two. The volume is approximately

20.3455....

/

(A)

/

(B)

Figure 4A:
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According to Thurston [70],the followings hold.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let M be a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold. IfM' is a hyperbolic 3-manifold

obtained from M by Piling a cusp ofM, then
vol(M)

>
vol(M').

D

Lemma 4.1.2. Let M be a 3-manifold such that the interior admits a complete hyperbolic

structure ofPnite volume. For a tonal component of aM, therle are Only Bnitely many slopes

9ivin9 a nOn-hyperbolic manifold by Dehn-julin9. D

Let K be a knot in a handlebody V. If K is hyperbolic, then we have
vo1(V - K) >

6A519... by Lemmas 4.1.1, 4.1.2 and [42].The knot in 4.7(B) is an example of hyperbolic

knots in a handlebody of genus two. Its volume is approximately 7.7976....

Fhm the linkin S3 asshown inFigure 4.7(A),weobtain a link L in M = S2xs1#s2xsl

by performing 0-surgery on two vertical components, which is the double of the complement

of K in the handlebody of genus two. We can calculate the volume of V-K from
vo1(M-L)

by dividing by2.
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Chapter 5

Applications of the Handle

Addition Lemma

5.1 A sufBcient condition fTor spatial graphs to be totally

knotted

A 3-manifold M is said to be a-irreducible if aM is incompressible in M, namely, for any

disk D properly embedded
in M, aD bounds a disk in aM. Otherwise M is a-reducible. See

[28]for basic terminologies in the 3-dimensional topology which are not stated here. In [16],
Haken constructed an algorithm to detect if an irreducible 3-manifold is a-irreducible or not.

See also Jaco-Oretel [29]for a survey. The algorithm is valid for all irreducible 3-manifolds

with a handle decomposition, but it is not adapted for an execution by hand. Here, we

give a sufBcient condition for a certain 3-manifold with non-empty connected boundary to

be a-irreducible, and consider some properties of minimally knotted spatial graphs in S3.

Indeed our sufBcient condition is adaptable for not all irreducible 3-manifolds, but is much

easier to check than Haken's algorithm.

In S5.1.1,we introduce some concept for curves in the boundary of a 3-manifold to state

a sufBcient condition to be a-irreducible as follows (seeS5.1.1for definitions and notation).

Theorem 5.1.1. Let M be a 3-manifold. If there exists a disjointunion of simple closed

curves in aM such that (M, J) is almost trivial, then M is a-irr,educible.

In fact, Theorem 5.1.1 has various applications to spatial graphs as will be described in

S5.1.2.A spatial graph means an embedded 1-dimensional graph in S3. A graph a is said

to be good if the degree of each vertex of a is greater than 1. In this article, we deal with

good planar graphs, and our result obtained here can be generalized for more general good

graphs. Without stated otherwise, all graphs are assumed to be good. Let r be a spatial
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graph of a planar graph G embedded in S3. we say r is minimally knotted if any proper

subgraph r' is contained in a sphere in S3, and r itself is not. A spatial graph r is said

to be totally knotted if the exterior E(r) is irreducible and a-irreducible. By using some

tangles with the Brunnian property, it can be shown that every planar graph has a spatial

embedding which is minimally knotted and totally knotted. Inaba and Soma [26,Theorem

2],Kawauchi [35,Theorem 2.1]and Wu [86]showed that every planar graph has minimally

knotted spatial embeddings with some additional conditions. On the other hand, it is easy

to construct totally knotted spatial embeddings of every graph which are not minimally

knotted by Myers' technique [57]or Kawauchi's [35,Theorem 1.1].Together with a result of

Scharlemann and Thompson [65,Theorem 7.5],the following is obtained by our result and

the total knottedness is available under some weaker condition, as will considered in S5.1.2.

Theorem 5.I.2. Minimally knotted connected planar spatial graphs are totally knotted.

Scharlemann and Thompson [65,Theorem 7.5]showed similar results, and gave an algo-

rithm to detect the triviality of embedded planar graphs, via the extended Haken's algorithm

[29],and Wu [87]reproved it and gave a necessary and sufEcient condition for a planar graph

in general 3-manifold to be minimally knotted in terms of "cycle-triviality".

It is noticed that Theorem 5.1.2 gives a convenient, sufEcient condition for a spatial graph

r to be totally knotted, namely E(r) is irreducible and a-irreducible. Now it is natural to

ask the following.

Question 5.1.3. Give a suBicient condition for spatial graphs to be acylindrical.

Here we say a 3-manifold with non-empty boundary is acylindrical if it is irreducible,

a-irreducible and does not contain essential tori nor annuli. By Thurston's hyperbolization

result ([54],[70]),such a 3-manifold admits a complete hyperbolic structure with totally

geodesic boundary. For example, see [31]and [72]for algorithms decomposing 3-manifolds

into acylindrical 3-manifolds which are based on normal surface theory. In S5.1.2,several

examples of minimally knotted spatial graphs are given. The spatial graphs illustrated in

Figure 5.2 (A) and (C) are acylindrical ([70]and [56,Proposition 4A] resp.),
but the exterior

of the graph shown in Figure 5.3 (A) contains essential annuli.

5.1.1 A sufBcient condition

Let M be a compact, orientable 3-manifold. For a disjointunion J of simple closed curves in

the boundary aM, the manifold obtained by attaching 2-handles D2 x I's along J is denoted

by M(J). Let J = JI U... U Jn be a disjointunion ofsimple closed curves, possibly empty

(i.e.n=0),
inaM.

We say (M, J) is trivial (otherwiseit is
non-trivial)

if:

(T.1) There are mutually disjointessential disks D1,...
,
Dn in M transverse to

J such that laDi nJjl
=

63.,and
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(T.2) M(J) is a 3-ball.

For our convenience, we say (M, J) is n-quasi-trivial provided that:

(Q.1) For some i, there is an essential disk Di in M transverse to J with IaDi n

Jjl=63.,

(Q.2) The pair (M(Ji),J - Ji)is (n - 1)-quasi-trivialfor i in (Q.1),and

(Q.3) Ifn=0, thenM is a3-ball.

It is noticed that if (M, J) is trivial, then it is lJ1-quasi-trivialand the genus of aM

coincides the number of the components IJI.If (M, J) is n-quasi-trivial, then n = IJIand
we say (M, J) is quasi-trivial simply.

We say (M, J) is almost trivial if:

(A.1) For any Ji C J, (M(Ji),J - Ji)is trivial,

(A.2) (M, J) is not trivial. (By Lemma 5.1.6, we can replace this with that (M, J)
is not quasi-trivial.)

We will prove Theorem 5.1.1 by applying Jaco's Handle Addition Lemma [32].For a

union J = JIU...UJn ofmutually disjointsimple closed curves in aM, we put J(i) = J-Ji

and M(i) =

M(Ji). The following result is known as the Handle Addition Lemma.

Theorem 5.1A ([32]).Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold with comprleSSible boundary and

J be a simple closed curve in aM. IfaM -
J is incompressible, then aM(J) is incompress-

ible. n

Theorem 5.1A was generalized in several ways (see[46],[62]).The following is needed

later.

Lemma 5.1.5 ([46,Lemma 1.6],[62,Lemma 2.3]).Suppose aM- (JIU... UJn) is

incompressible in M and aM
-

J(i) is compressible in M, then for the manifold
M(i)

M(Ji), it follows that aM(i)
-

J(i) is incompressible in M(Ji). U

In order to prove Theorem 5.1.1, we describe some properties of quasi-trivial pairs.

Lemma 5.1.6. Let (M, J) be quasi-trivial. Then (M, J) is trivial and M is a handlebody.

Proof. We prove this by induction on lJ1 9(aM).
In the case n 0, we are done by

condition (Q.3). Suppose n > 0. We assume that an (n - 1)-quasi-trivialpair (M',J') is

trivial and it is a handlebody. By condition (Q.2) and by the assumption of the induction,

M(Ji) is a handlebody for some i. It is noticed that M is viewed as the exterior of a

properly embedded arc T in a handlebody V and by condition (Q.1),there is a disk D

properly embedded in V
-A(T)

Such that Dn aN(T) is a single arc and Dn J' = 0, where

J' is a union of loops in aV corresponding to J
-

Ji. Let D' be the union of mutually
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disjointproperly embedded disks in V corresponding to disks of condition (T.1)for (V,J').
We may assume D' and 7- are in general position and N(7-)n D' consists of meridian disks

of N(7-).By an innermost argument, we can isotope D so that D n D' consists of arcs.

Let A be an outermost disk of D regarding D n D' and put a AnaD and put

a =cl(aA - ct).
Notice that there are three possibilities for A as follows: (A) ct I aN(T),

(B) a consists of two connected arcs
ctnaN(T) and anaV, and (C) ck C aV. In the case of

(A),by sliding T along A, 7- is isotoped so that DnD' is reduced, and this isotopy preserves

aV. In the case of (B), 7- is also isotoped so that D n D' is reduced by sliding along A.

Though this isotopy does not preserve a7-, by condition (T.1),cY n aV does not meet J'.

In the case (C),we can replace D' as follows. Let Dl and D2 be components of D"
-

P,

where D" is the component of D' containing P. By condition (T.1),we may assume that

Dl does not meet J'. By removing Dl from D", pasting A and push slightly, we obtain

the new disks D' satisfying condition (T.1)and ID* nDl < lD'nDI. Thus we may assume

D' nD = 0. Now D' U D satisfies condition (T.1),and V
-
A(7-)is a handlebody. D

Lemma 5.1.7. Let (M,J) be almost trivial. For each handlebody M(Ji), it follows that

aM(Ji) -
J(i) is compressible in M(Ji), Or M(Ji) is a solid torus.

Proof. By condition (Q.1)for M(Ji), there is a disk D c M(Ji) Such that DnJ = DnJ3.

is a transverse point for some i. If M(Ji) is not a solid torus, the frontier aN(D u J3.)is

actually a compression disk of aM(Ji) - J(i) D

Lemma 5.1.8. For an almost trivial pair (M,J), M is irreducible and if M is not a

handlebody, then aM
-

J is incompressible in M.

Proof. By condition (Q.3),it follows that aM is connected and M can be embedded in S3.

Thus, M is irreducible.

Suppose aM-J is compressible in M. Since M is almost trivial, the manifold V = M(J)
is a 3-ball by Lemma 5.1.6. Now M is viewed as the exterior of properly embedded arcs

T1,... ,
Tn in V, such that each meridian of Ti corresponds to Ji. Thus, any compression disk

D for aM
-

J is isotoped so that aD c aV. Hence, D separates V into two 3-balls Vl and

V2. Let Mi denote the manifold corresponding to Vi.

Without loss of generality, we may assume T1,...,Tm (m <
n)

is contained in V1, and

the rest in V2, after reordering if necessary. By condition (A.2),M(J1) is (n - 1)-quasi-
trivial. Thus by Lemma 5.1.6, M(J1) is a handlebody. Since M2 is a component of the

cutting result of the handlebody M(J1) along D, M2 is a handlebody. Similarly, Ml is a

handlebody. Thus M = MI UD M2 is a handlebody. Hence if M is not a handlebody, then

aM
-

J is incompressible. u

Lemma 5.1.9. An almost trivial 3-manifold is irreducible and a-irreducible, or it is a

handlebody.
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Proof. Let (M,J) = (M,JI U... UJn) be an almost trivial pair. First, we prove in the case

where g(aM)
> 2.

Suppose that M is a-reducible. Let h be the number such that aM- (J- JI U...UJh)
is compressible and aM

- (J -
JI U... U Jh-1) is incompressible in M. By the assumption

that aM is compressible in M and by Lemma 5.1.8, such an h exists (25; h 5; n)
ifM is not

a handlebody. Thus, aM(Jh) - (J-JI U...UJh) is incompressible by Lemma 5.1.5. On the

other hand, aM(Jh) - (J - Jh) is compressible in M(Jh) by Lemma 5.1.7, since M(Jh) is

not a solid torus for
g(aM)

> 2. Since it follows that aM(Jh) - (J-Jh) C aM(Jh) - (J-
JI U...UJh), the compressionofaM(Jh) -(J-Jh)

effects tO aM(Jh)- (J-JIU...UJh)

in M(Jh). This is a contradiction. Hence such an h does not exist. This shows that aM is

incompressible in M.

Suppose
g(aM)

= 2 and J = JIUJ2. Since (M,J) is almost trivial, and g(aM(Ji))
= 1,

the manifold M(Ji) is a solid torus. By Lemma 5.1.8, aM - J is incompressible in M.

Suppose aM - Jl is incompressible in M. By Theorem 5.1A, it follows that aM(J1) is

incompressible in M(J1). This contradicts that M(J1) is a solid torus. Hence aM - Jl

is compressible, namely a compression disk D of aM can be chosen so that aD n J1 = 0.

Similarly, aM
-

J2 is compressible and we let E be a compression disk of aM
-

J2, possibly

E n Jl i 0. Now M is viewed as the exterior of an arc TI Properly embedded in a solid

torus V and J2 is considered to be a longitude of V. Thus, D is isotoped so that aD c aV

since aDn J1 = 0. IfD separates V, then V is separated into a 3-ball Vl and a solid torus

V2 Such that VI contains T1, and a meridian disk of V2 is a compression disk of aM
-

J1.

Hence we may assume D is non-separating, and
it is a meridian disk of V. If M

-
A(D) is

a solid torus, then M is a handlebody and we are done.

By the reason same as above, E can be assumed to be non-separating in M, and to

have the algebraic intersection number aE. J1 = 1 with J1. Let us consider the intersection

DnE. By an innermost argument, all circles of DnE are removed. Let A be an outermost

disk in D. Now E is a-compressed by A to two disks El and E2, possibly aEi n J2 i 0.

Without loss ofgenerality, we may assume aE1. Jl is odd since aE1. J1 +aE2. J1 = aE. Jl

is odd. Repeating such a a-compression, finally we get a properly embedded disk E' in

M
/

aM
-
A(D) with aE'. J1 Odd. This means that the disk E' is a non-separating

compression disk of aM' in M'. Since M is irreducible, M' is also irreducible. Thus,

the sphere obtained by compressing aM' along E' bounds a 3-ball in M' in the side not

containing E', it follows that M' is a solid torus. Hence, M = M' U N(D) is a handlebody

of genus two and the conclusion follows in the case
g(aM)

= 2.

In the case where g(aM)
= 1, it is easy to see that ifM is not a solid torus, then it is a

non-trivial knot exterior in S3 and it is a-irreducible. n

Lemma 5.1.10. Let (M,J) be almost trivial. IfM is a handlebody, then aM
-

J is

compressible in M.
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Proof. If
g(aM)

= 1, then the pair (M, J) cannot be almost trivial since M is a non-trivial

knot exterior or a trivial solid torus. Thus, we assume that g(aM) 2 2. The proof is similar

to that ofLemma 5.1.9. Suppose aM-J is incompressible in M. Let h be the number such

that aM-(Jh+1U...UJn) is compressible and aM- (JhU...UJn) is incompressible in M.

Since M is a handlebody, aM is compressible in M. Thus, such an h exists. By Lemma 5.1.5,

aM(Jh) - (Jh+1U... UJn) is incompressible in M(Jh). This contradicts Lemma 5.1.7, since

(M(Jh),J - Jh) is (n - 1)-quasi-trivialby condition (A.1) and since the compression of

aM(Jh) - (J- Jh) in M is also acompression of aM(Jh) - (Jh+1U... UJn). U

Proof of Theorem 5.1.1. By Lemma 5.1.9, the remainder case is where M is a handlebody.

Assuming that M is a handlebody, we show (M, J) is a trivial pair.

In the case where n = 1, the conclusion follows since in this case M is a solid torus and

J = Jl is a longitude, hence it is a trivial pair.

Since M(J) is a 3-ball, M is viewed as the exterior of properly embedded arcs 7-1,... ,
Tn

in a 3-ball V. By Lemma 5.1.10, aM
-

J is compressible in M. The compression disk

D is isotoped so that aD c aV since aDnJ 0 and D cuts (M,J) into (M',J') and

(M", J"). We assume that D is chosen so that the number IJ"Iis maximal among all such

a compression disk. Since M = V
-
A(TI U... urn) is a handlebody, both parts M' and

M" of M
-
A(D) are handlebodies. It is noticed that there exists a properly embedded

disk D' in M suchthat for some, say JI C J', ID'nJl
=

lD'nJII
= 1 since by condition

(A.1),M"(J") is a 3-ball and J'nM" = 0. IfJ' = J1, then it can be shown that (M,J)
is quasi-trivial since (M", J") is quasi-trivial. If IJ'I> 1, then we can choose D so that J"

contains more components than above. This is a contradiction. D

Now the following is available. (cf.[13,Theorem 1])

Theorem 5.1.ll. Let (M,J) be such that for any Ji C J, (M(Ji),J- Ji)is trivial. Then

either

･ IfM is a-reducible, then M is a handlebody and (M,J) is trivial, or

+ M is a-irreducible.

D

5.1.2 Spatial graphs

Let r be a spatial graph in S3 ofa connected graph G. For edges f =

(e1,...,en)Off, we

denote the simple closed curve in aE(I')corresponding to a meridian of ei by etf, and put

C* = (e;,...
,e;).

Then by the notion of2-handle addition, we have E(r -f)
=

E(I')(f*).
We use the same letters for the edges of r corresponding to edges of G. (cf.Figure 5.1)

A set of edges f of G is called a base edge System OfG if a
-f

is connected and simply

connected, and a set of edges f ofG is called a base edge system r ifr
-E

is connected and

simply connected, equivalently E(r - f)
=

E(r)(f*) is a 3-ball.
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Lemma 5.1.12. Let r be a spatial graph in a sphere F in S3. For any base edge system

E = (e1,...,en)Off, the pair (E(r),E') is trivial.

Proof. By Lemma 5.1.6, it is sufBcient to (E(I'),f*) is quasi-trivial.

Let r; be the subgraph of the dual graph of r in F whose vertices are dual of all faces

ofF -
I' and edges consist of the dual off. Since E is a base edge system, r

-f
is simply

connected.

First we claim that I'* contains a vertex of valence 1. Put v =

lV(r)l,e
=

le(I')l,I
=

[F-rl, and put
vg

=

lV(r;)I,e;
=

le(r;)l.Since I' is embedded in the sphere F, we have

v-e+f
= 2. Put g

= 1+e-v. Notice that g isequal to thegenus of the handlebody N(r).
Hence, we have

e;
=

g, vg
= I and vg

=

e; + 1. If we assume that all valences are greater

than or equal to 2, then we have 2vg/2
=

v;
<_
e;.

This is a contradiction. Since E(r -f)
is homeomorphic to a 3-ball, the subgraph I'

-
f does not contain any cycles. IIence, each

face of F
-

r meets C. Thus, each vertex of r; has non-zero valence.

Thus, the exterior E(r) contains a non-separating disk D coming from a face of F
-

r

corresponding to a vertex with valence 1 of r; such that aD n f 1. Nowit is
easy to

check that (E(r),C*) is quasi-trivial by induction on lfI. E

Now we are in a position to show the following.

Lemma 5.1.13. Ifr is a minimally knotted planar spatial graph, then for any base edge

system C =

(e1,...
,en) Off, the pair (E(r),C*) is almost trivial.

Proof. Since r is minimally knotted, r
-

ei is in a sphere in S3. By Lemma 5.1.12 and

condition (A.1),we have (E(r - ei),f- ei)
is trivial. By [65,Theorem 7.5],if the exterior

E(r) is a handlebody (7T1(E(r))is free),then r is trivial since 7r1(E(F
-

e))
is free for each

non-separating edge e by the minimal knottedness. Thus, E(r) is not a handlebody. Hence

(E(r),a) is non-trivial by Lemma 5.1.6. Thus, it is an almost trivial pair. D

The converse is true in the following sense.
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Proposition 5.I.14. For any almost trivial pair (M, J), there exists a spatial graph r such

that (E(r),C') = (M,J) for some base edge System f
off. In fact, r can be chosen to be

a bouquet with n loops.

Proof. Since M(J) is a 3-ball, M is the exterior of some properly embedded arcs T1,...
,Tn

in a 3-ball B. Embedding (B,T) in S3 and shrinking B into a point, we obtain a bouquet

r embedded in S3 such that E(r)
= M. This completes the proof. D

Theorem 5.1.15. Let I' be a spatial graph. Ifr has a base edge System f such that

(E(r),f*) is almost trivial, then r is totally knotted.

Proof. By Theorem 5.1.1, E(r) is irreducible and a-irreducible. Thus r is totally knotted.

U

Proof of
Theorem 5.1.2. This follows directly from Lemma 5.1.13 and Theorem 5.1.15. D

Here we give some examples of spatial graphs which are totally knotted. The 0-curve

rl illustrated in Figure 5.2 (A) is known to be non-trivial ([37]),but is minimally knotted.

The handcuff graph r2 embedded as shown Figure 5.2 (B) is
not minimally knotted for the

two loops e1, e2 have linking number one. However it is not hard to see that the exterior M

contains an incompressible torus, thus M is not a handlebody. On the other hand, taking

meridians of e1,e2 aS J, it is clear that (M, J) is almost trivial. Hence by Theorem 5.1.15,

r2 is totally knotted. The graph r3 illustrated in Figure 5.2 (C) is not minimally knotted,

in fact, each subgraph is a trefoil knot and we cannot adapt Theorem 5.1.15, but it is totally

knotted since E(r) is homeomorphic to the tangle space of the "true lover's tangle", which

was proved by Myers [56,Proposition 4.1]to be atoroidal.

In [68],Taniyama gave a quick method to confirm the non-triviality of certain spatial

graphs, and the graph illustrated in Figure 5.3 (C) is shown to be im,educible (see[68]for

definition),thus it is non-trivial. Now it is easy to see that it is minimally knotted. Hence

by Theorem 5.1.2, it is totally knotted. It is remarked that the exterior is homeomorphic to

the tangle space illustrated in Figure 5.3 (D), and the tangle is non-trivial.
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Figure 5.3:

5.2 Handle additions that produce products

Let F be a compact surface with non-empty boundary. It is easy to see that the product

V = Fxl is ahandlebody and V(aFx(1/2)) is a product F'xI, where F' is aclosed surface

obtained from F by capping off with a disk. In this section, we show that the contrary is

true in the following sense for a-reducible manifolds. See S5.2.1for precise definitions.

Theorem 5.2.I. Let M be a 3-manifold with connected boundary, and J = JI U... U Jn a

disjointunion of simple closed curues Ji 'S in aM. Let i be a simple closed curve in aM- J

such that (M, J U e) forms a sutured manifold.
Suppose for some surface

F, therle exists a

homeomorphism I..FxI ) M(e) with I(aFxI) =

N(J;aM), then (M,Jug) is aproduct

sutured handlebody, or aM - J is incompressible in M and (M, J) contains no mono90n.

In the case when J = 0, we get the following consequence.

Corollary 5.2.2. Let (M, e) be a sutured manifold with e connected. IfM(e) is an I-bundle,

then either (M, e) is a product sutured handlebody, or M is a-irreducible. D

It is not difBcult to construct a sutured manifold (M, J) such that J is connected and M

is a-irreducible so that M(J) is a product. For example, one can construct such a sutured

manifold by removing a "knotted arc" from a product. Furthermore, one can construct a

hyperbolic one which yields a product, by removing an excellent arc [57,Theorem 1.1]from

a product, or removing a hyperbolic imitation [35,Theorem 1.1]of, say, a vertical arc. It

is remarked that Theorem 5.2.1 assures that if one obtains a product from a a-reducible

manifold M by a single handle addition, then M is a handlebody.

Applications of Theorem 5.2.1 to Dehn surgery are observed as follows.

Corollary 5.2.3. Let K be a knot in a closed 3-manifold M which bounds non-parallel

incompressible Seifertsurfaces
Sl and S2 With Sl n S2 = aS1 = aS2 = K. If each cutting
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region ofM along SI US2 is a-reducible, then Sl and S2 are incompressible and non-parallel

in
x(M, (K,0)).

Here
x(M(K, 0)) denotes the 0-framed surgery manifold and Si is the surface cupping

Si Off With a meridian disk of the attached solid torus.

Corollary 5.2A. Let K be a knot in a homolo9y SPhere H. Ifthe 0-framed surgery manifold

x(H, (K,0)) Bbers over S1, then either K is aBbered
knot, or K does not bound free incom-

pressible Seifertsurfaces. In fact, each incompressible Seifertsurface for such a non-jibered
knot K is totally knotted.

These are not immediate consequences of Corollary 5.2.2, and we give short proofs in

S 5.2.3 using Jaco's Handle Addition Lemma [32].Gabai ([11,Corollary 8.19])showed that

a knot K in S3 is fibered if and only if the 0-framed surgery manifold fibers over S1. It can

be shown that some homology sphere contains a non-fibered knot which produces a surface

bundle over Sl by 0-surgery. We say a Seifert surface S is totally knotted if the exterior

E(S) is a-irreducible. By Corollary 5.2A, each incompressible Seifert surface for such a

non-fibered knot has a a-irreducible exterior.

This section
is

organized as follows. In S 5.2.1 and S 5.2.2, we prepare some lemmas which

are needed to prove Theorem 5.2.1, and in S 5.2.3, we prove Theorem 5.2.1 and corollaries.

5.2.1 Gluing lemma

Through this section, all 3-manifolds are assumed to be compact and orientable, and all

surfaces are compact and orientable. By a sutured manifold, we mean a pair (M, J) where

M is a 3-manifold and J is a disjointunion of simple closed curves in aM such that J

separated aM into two parts so that aM = a+M u avMu a-M, avM = N(J.,aM) and

each component of avM faces both a component of a+M and a component of a-M. A

sutured manifold (M,J) is called a product if there is a homeomorphism I : F x I -) M

with I(aF x I)
=

N(J;aM) for some surface F.

We say a 3-manifold M is irreducible if every embedded sphere in M bounds a 3-ball in M.

Let S be a surface properly embedded in M or contained in aM. We say S is incompressible

in M if each component of S is not simply-connected and if D is a disk embedded in M

with D n S = aD, then aD bounds a disk in S. We say S is a-incompressible if there is no

embedded diskA in Mwith AnS=ck and AnaM=Psuchthat aA=ctuP andck is

an essential arc in S.

For a disk D properly embedded in a 3-manifold M equipped with a disjointunion

J of simple closed curves, we say D is a monogon of (M,J) if aD intersects J in a single
transverse point. For a monogon D of (M, J),we always assume that DnN(J; aM) consists

of a single essential arc in N(J; aM).
The following is a basic lemma concerning on the existence of a-reducing disk and mono-

gOnS.
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Lemma 5.2.5. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold. Let J be a disjointunion of simple

closed curl)eS in aM. If (M, J) contains a mono90n and aM
-

J is incompressible, then M

is a solid torus and J is a connected longitudal curve.

Proof. Let D be a monogon of (M,J), and J' the component of J which meets aD. If

aM
-

J is incompressible, then for the frontier D' of N(D U J'.,M),aD' bounds a disk E

in aM - J on the side not containing aD. By the irreducibility of M, the sphere D' U E

bounds a 3-ball C. Thus M =

CuN(DuJ;M) turns out to be a solid torus and J is a

longitude of M. D

We show the following lemma, so called a "gluing lemma", which is needed later.

Lemma 5.2.6. Let M be an irreducible 3-manifold which is not homeomorphic to a 3-ball,

and J a disjointunion ofsimple closed curves in aM such that aM-J is incompressible and

(M, J) has no mono90n. Then for any two components Jl and J2 0fJ, for the manifold M'

obiainedfrom
M by 9luing N(J1; aM) to N(J2; aM), aM'

- (J- J1
- J2) is incompressible

in M' and (M',J-J1
-J2)

has no mono90n.

Proof. Put J' = J-J1
-

J2. First we show the incompressibility ofaM'- J'. Let A be the

properly embedded annulus in M' that is the gluing result of N(J1; aM) and N(J2.,aM).
Since aM

-
J is incompressible, we can see that A is incompressible as follows. If A is

compressible, we may assume that Jl bounds a disk in M. By the incompressibility of

M- J, Jl bounds disks in both side of aM- J1. In this case (M,J) forms a D2 x I and

this is a contradiction. Since (M, J) has no monogon, A is a-incompressible in M'. Let D

be a compression disk ofaM' -
J'. If DnA = 0, then it is not hard to see that D is a

compression disk of aM
-

J in M. So, we assume D n A is non-empty and minimal among

compression disks of aM'
-

J'. Since A is incompressible, any circle component of D n A

is eliminated by innermost arguments. Let A be an outermost disk in D with respect to

DnA. Since A is essential, A nA is an inessential arc in A. Thus we can a-compress D

and obtain disks Dl and D2. If none of Dl and D2 is a compression disk ofaM'
- J', then

aD bounds a disk in aM'
-

J' and this is a contradiction. Thus Dl is a compression disk

with lDl nAI < 1DnAl. This contradicts the minimality of IDnAl.
Next, we deal with monogons. Let D be a monogon of (M',J'). Let us consider the

intersection DnA. Since (M,J) has no monogon, DnA i 0 and we assume IDnAI is

minimal among all monogons of (M', J'). Let A be an outermost disk in D with respect

to DnA. We cantake A so that it does not meet J'. IfAnA is an essential arc in A,

then A is modified to a monogon of (M,J). IfAnA is an inessential arc in A, then by a

a-compression of D, we can find a new monogon D' with tD'n AI smaller than D n A and

this contradicts the minimality. D
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5.2.2 Sweeping out lemma

Let F be a compact surface, possibly aF i 0. Put W FxlandaiW Fx(i) for

i = 0,1, and put avW = aFx I, ahW = aoWUalW. For a properlyembedded circle or arc

J in F, the surface a X I c W is called a vertical surface.
A vertical surface P is essential

if it is incompressible and not a-parallel, or equivalently, the circle or arc a corresponding

to P is essential in F. Let T be a properly embedded arc in W such that a7-naiW i 0 for

i=0,1,
andputE(T) =W-A(7-).

Lemma 5.2.7. Let F, W, and T be as above. Let P be an incompressible vertical surface
in W. IfaE(T) -avW

is compressible in E(7-)then T is isotoped so thatTnP = 0.

Proof. We may assume that N(T) n P consists of meridian disks
ofN(T).

If N(7-)n P = 0,

we are done. Thus assuming that N(T)nP i 0, we shall show that N(T)nP can be reduced

by an isotopy T.

For each component B of aE(T) -
P, we may assume that B n D consists of essential

arcs in B since ifthere is an inessential component, we can reduce lD n N(T)I by an isotopy

onE(7-).
Let D be a compression disk of aE(T) -

avW. We may assume that D and P are in

general position and ID nPI is minimal among the choices of D, hence later we assume that

c(T,P,D)
= (1D n N(T)I,lN(T) n Pl,rP n Dl) is lexicographically minimal with respect to

P and D for a fixed T, uP tO isotopy.

Let D' be an innermost disk in D with respect to DnP. Since P is incompressible in W,

aD' bounds a disk E in P and since W is irreducible, the sphere EuD' bounds a 3-ball. By

an isotopy on W which moves D' to E, we can reduce DnP, without increasing IN(T)nPI
since bnN(T) = 0.

Hereafter we assume D n P consists of arcs.

Let A be anoutermost disk in D regarding DnP. We put ct = aAnaD and @ =cl(aA-

a).
Notice that by the assumption that N(T)nP i 0, we have that

cnN(T) i 0 and there

are following four possibilities: (1)P connects distinct components of N(T) n P, (2)aP is

contained in a component of N(T) n P, (3)P connects a component of N(T) n P and aP,

and (4)ape aP.

(1):By an isotopy along A, T is isotoped so that the two components of N(T) n P are

removed.

(2):First we remark that each component P of type (2)is essential in P-A(T). There-

forg,D is a-compressed to two disks in E(T) One Ofwhich is a-reducing and has the smalle,

complexity than D. Now, cMOnSists of three parts aDn (aE(T)-N(T)) and two components

of D n N(T). Let A be a component of the frontier aN(T) n aE(7-)On N(T) Which meets cL

Removing the meridian disk E of N(T) containing aa from P and pasting A, we obtain a

properly embedded surface P' in W. Then A becomes a a-compression disk of P'.

IfP is avertical disk, then P is inessential in P-E. IfP is a vertical annulus, then P is
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inessential in P
-

E or essential. First we consider the inessential case. Since P is inessential

in P- E, the arc P' = PU (ctn N(T)) is also inessential in P' and put the bi-gonal disk

A' in P'. Since W is a product, aWo is incompressible. Hence a(A u A') bounds a disk

A" in Bow which does not contain ao7-. In this case there is an inessential component of

D n aE(7-)- aN(T) in aE(7-)- aN(7-) and this is a contradiction. Next we consider the

case P is an annulus and P is essential in P-E. In this case, the a-colnPreSSion of P' along

A gives two annuli, and one Q of them connects Bow and alW and the other Q' is such

that aQ' c Bow. It is noticed that Q is isotopic to P since W is an I-bundle. Hence, 7- is

isotoped so that N(T) nP reduced as lN(T) nPl > IN(7-)nQ1.

(3):By an isotopy along A, N(T) n P is reduced.

(4): Notice that a@ lies in a component of Pn ahW and P is inessential in P. Let

A' be the bi-gonal disk in P. By the irreducibility of W and by the incompressibility of

aW-N(T), a(AuA') bounds adisk in aW-N(T). IfA'nT= 0, then D is isotoped so

that DnP is reduced. IfA'n7- i 0, then T is isotoped so that N(T) nP is reduced.

In either case, isotopies reducing each intersections reduce the complexity c(T,
P, D)

1exicographica11y. This completes the proof. D

5.2.3 ProofofTheorem 5.2.1

Let (M,J), e and F be as in Theorem 5.2.1. Then M is considered as the exterior of a

properly embedded arc T in the product F x I. We put ao7-

TnFx(1).

TnFx (0) andalT

Lemma 5.2.8. M is irreducible and aM
- (J U e) is incompressible.

Proof. Since M(e) is a product, it is irreducible. Actually M is obtained from M(e) by

removing a connected properly embedded arc. Hence M is also irreducible.

Let D be a compression disk of aM - (JUe). Without loss of generality, we may assume

that aD is contained in F x (0). Since M(e) is a product, aD bounds a disk E in aM(e)

such that E contains aoT. Since F x I is irreducible, the sphere E U D bounds a 3-ball and

D separates aoT and alT. This can not occur since Tn D = 0. D

Proof of Theorem 5.2.1. By Lemma 5.2.8, it is sutEcient to prove Theorem 5.2.1 under the

assumption that M is irreducible and aM - (J U e) is incompressible. For a connected

surface, we use the lexicographical complexity c(F)
=

(g(F),IaFI)and we prove Theorem

5.2.1 by induction on
c(F).

Inthe
casewhenc(F)

= (0,1),F is adisk and M(e) is a 3-ball. If aM-J is compressible

in M, then M is a solid torus and J is a longitude ofM. Since e is disjointform J, P is

parallel to J and M
-

JUe forms a product sutured handlebody and the conclusion follows.

Suppose
c(F)

> (0,1). We regard M as the exterior of a properly embedded arc T

in a product W F x I. Since (M,J U e) forms a sutured manifold, it follows that e
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separates aM-J. Thus
7-joins

F x (0) to F x (1). Bythe assumption that
c(F)

> (0,1),
we can take a non-separating essential vertical disk or annulus P in W. Assuming that

aM
-

J is compressible in M or there is a monogon of (M,J), we show that (M,Jug) is

a product sutured handlebody. If there is such a monogon, then by Lemma 5.2.5, aM
-

J

is compressible or M is a solid torus. However by the assumption c(F)
> (0,1),M cannot

be a solid torus. Hence we may assume that aM
-

J is compressible. By Lemma 5.2.7, we

can isotope T SO that 7- and P are disjoint.Let M' be the cutting result of M along P and

put J' be the disjointunion of simple closed curves in aM' which is naturally obtained from

J which contains a new component corresponding to the cutting vertical surface P. Since

TnP
= 0, we have that M'(e)

= F' x I where F' is the cutting result ofF along the arc or

circle a in F which corresponds to P.

Since P is essential, a is essential in F. Thus we have
c(F)

>
c(F').

Now by the

hypothesis on the induction, (M',J'ue) is a sutured handlebody or aM'-J is incompressible

in M' and (M',J') has no monogon. In the former case, we can naturally extend the

product structure of (M', J' ue) to (M, Jue) and the conclusion follows. In the latter case,

Lemma 5.2.6 is adapted to show the incompressibility of M
-

J and there is no monogon

for (M, J). This is a contradiction and completes the proof. D

proof of Corollary 5.2.8. The incompressibilities of Sl and S2 are assured by Handle Addi-

tion Lemma [32].If Sl is parallel to S2, then by Corollary 5.2.2, one of the cutting regions of

M
-

SI U S2 forms a product sutured manifold. This contradicts the non-parallel condition

for Sl and S2. I

Proof of
Corollary 5.2.4. Suppose that K bounds a non-totally knotted incompressible

seifert surface S. By Handle Addition Lemma [32],i is incompressible in M. Since M

is a homology handle and fibers over S1, by an argument of [10,Lemma 3A], each con-

nected non-separating surface in M is isotopic to a fiber surface of the fibration over S1.

Thus, i is a fiber surface. Since S is not totally knotted, E(S) is a-reducible. Thus by

Corollary 5.2.2, the sutured manifold (E(S),aS) is productive and this means that K is a

fibered knot. This completes the proof. D
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Chapter 6

Surgery descriptions of

homology spheres

Let H be an integral homology 3-sphere. A frumed knot (coloredknot, resp.)
in H is a

pair K: = (K,7) Such that K is a knot in H and T is an integer (a rational T
=

q/POr ～

resp.)which
is called the framing for K (coloringfor K,

resp.).
A framed link (coloredlink,

resp.)
is alinkL=KIU...UKn with an n-tuple I:= (K:1,...,K:n)where K:i = (Ki,7i)a

framed knot (a colored knot) in H. We let E(L) denote the exterior H
-
A(L) of a link L

in H. For a framed (colored,resp.)
link I: in H, a simple closed curve li in each component

of aE(L) corresponding aN(Ki) is determined uniquely by the framing Ti for Ki SO that

lk(li,Ki)
=

7i in H ([li]represents the element (pi,qi)
E H1(aN(Ki)) Where (1,0)represents

the homology class of the preferred longitude and (0,1)the meridian of Ki.) By attaching

a solid torus Vi tO each component of aE(L) so that the boundary of a meridian disk of Vi

is glued to li, We Obtain a closed 3-manifold
x(H;I:)

= E(L) U UT=1Vi, SO Called a surgery

manifold, and the construction H )

x(H;I:)
is called surgery along I:. It is known that

any closed orientable 3-manifold is a surgery manifold of some framed link in S3, and if

two framed links determine the same surgery manifolds, then they are related by a finite

sequence of Kirby moves [38].
Let K:I = (K1,71)and K:2 = (K2,72)

be framed knots yielding the same surgery manifold.

Now it is natural to ask how the Conway polynomials VK1(I) and VK2(I) relate to each

other.

Here we shall specify each framing to il and 0 to simplify arguments. The Alexander-

Conway polynomial is a typical example of classical polynomial invariants for knots and

links in homology spheres. See S 6.OA for precise and a review. We denote the coefEcient of

zn of the Conway polynomial VK(I) by
an(K).

In the case when T1
=

72
= 0, the surgery manifold M is a homolo9y handle, that is,

a 3-manifold with the infinite cyclic homology group H1(M)
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that the Conway polynomials of Kl and K2 coincide and the polynomial
is

called the as-

sociated Conway polynomial of M. There are several works concerning about constructing

non-equivalent knots which yield the same homology handle by 0-framed surgery. In [69],
Teragaito gave finite sequences of pairwise distinct such satellite knots of arbitrarily large

numbers, and in [36],Kawauchi constructed mutative hyperbolic knots such that they yield

the same homology handle and non-isometric but mutative 1-surgery hyperbolic homology

spheres. In [78],the we gave a method to construct an infinite sequence of mutually non-

equivalent hyperbolic knots producing the same homology handle, and the "infinite part"

was based on a finiteness result on incompressible surfaces in 3-manifolds ([72],[73])and the

rigidityof hyperbolic 3-manifolds. Such a phenomenon was first discovered by I. Osoinach

in his Thesis.

In the case when T1
= El and T2

= E2 Where Ei E (-1,1), the surgery manifold M is

an integral homology sphere. In 1985, A. Casson introduced an integer valued invariant for

integral homology spheres, which is called the Casson invariant and denoted by A(M), and

which has good relation ships and aspects between linking theory, Dehn surgery and SU(2)-

representations of the fundamental groups. See [2]and [64]for a review and see [82],[48]for

more general surgery formula and extension of Casson invariant for general 3-manifolds. By

Casson's surgery formula ([2],[64])we have
Ela2(K1)

=

E2a2(K2) and the value coincides

with the difference A(M) - A(H) of the Casson invariants.

In this section, we show that there is no restriction to coefRcient of higher degree of

Conway polynomials under (j=1)-surgeryin the sense as follows:

Theorem 6.0.9. Let H be an integral homolo9y sphere. Let f1(I)= =;=2CiZ2iand f2(I)=

=T=2diZ2i be two polynomials in z2. For any E1,e2 E (-1,1) and for any integera E Z,

there exist framed knots K1

E2aZ2 + f1(I),VK2(I)

(K1,E1) and K2 = (K2,E2) in H such that VK1(I) 1+

1 + ElaZ2 + f2(I),they dejine the same surgery homolo9y sphere

x(H;K:i)
= H' andEIE2a

=

A(H') -A(H).

For example, let Kl be the knot 820 in the Rolfsen table [63]and K2 be the knot as

shown in Figure 6.1. Then
x(S3;(K1,-1))

=

x(S3;(K2, -1))
and since they have distinct

Conway polynomials, x(S3;(K1,0))
is not homeomorphic to

x(S3;(K2,0)).
In fact, it is

observed that Kl is a fibered knot of genus two and thus
x(S3; (K1,0))

is a closed surface

bundle over S1. on the other hand, since the leading coefBcient of the Conway polynomial

VK2(I) is equal to 2 (i i1), K2 is non-fibered and thus by a result ofGabai [11,Corollary

8.19],x(S3;(K2,0))
is not a surface bundle over S1.

This section is organized as follows. In S 6.OA, we give a short review of Alexander-

Conway polynomials and show some basic lemmas. In S 6.0.5, we give a method to construct

knots realizing a given Conway polynomial via Seifert matrices. Proof of Theorem 6.0.9 and

its application to a surgery description of homology spheres regarding Alexander polynomials

are given in S 6.0.6, and some general arguments and problems concerning on more than

three polynomials and (1/n)-surgeriesare given in S 6.0.7.
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K1
=820

VK1(I)=1-2z2+z4

/

I

2E

e5
Lt

Ay

K2

VK2(I)
= 1-2z2.

They define the same (-1)-surgerymanifold, but 0-surgery manifolds are not

homeomorphic. In fact,
x(S3; (K1,0))

fibers over Sl and x(S3;(K2,0))
does

not.

Figure 6.1:

6.OA Preliminaries

All coefEcients of homology groups are assumed to be integers A and a homology sphere

means an integral homology sphere.

Let H be an integral homology sphere. It is known that any knot or link L bounds a

Seifertsurface
S, that is, a compact connected orientable 2-manifold S embedded in H with

SnL aS = L. Furthermore if L is oriented, there is an oriented Seifert surface for L

which induces the orientation of L. Such an oriented SeifTert surface is called an oriented

Seifert surface for L. Later we assume any Seifert surface for an oriented link is oriented.

A family v-= (J1,..., Jn) of oriented simple closed curves Ji'S in S is called a basis ofS (or

H1(S)) if the homology classes [J1],..., [Jn]generates H1(S) and n
=

rank(H1(S)).
For a

simple closed curve J in S, we denote J+ a simple closed curve in H which is obtained from

J by a pushing forward to the positive side of S.

Let L be an oriented link and S be a Seifert surface for L. Let v-= (v1,...,Vn)be a

basis of H'(S). We denote the matrix (lk(vi,V,+))by Vs,v"r simply by Vs and call it the

associated Seifertmatrix of S. The polynomial det(vlvs - 1/v4vsT) is called the Alexander

polynomial ofL associated with S. It is known that the associated Alexander polynomials are

independent of the choice of S and v-, and the polynomial is called the Alexander polynomial

ofL and it is denoted by AL(i). (See [64,Lecture 7],[48,Appendix] for details.)
For a link L in H and a colored knot K: in H which is disjointfrom L, we let

x(L;K)
denote the link in

x(H; K:)which is obtained from L by surgery along A:. In particular, it is
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noticed that ifK = (K, 1/n) and K is a trivial knot, then the
x(H;K)

is homeomorphic to

H and L' =

x(L;K:)
is obtained from L by (-n)-fulltwists along K.

In the rest of this section, we show some basic lemmas which are needed later.

Lemma 6.0.10. Let Kl andK2 be two disjointknots in H. Let (J,E)be a 1/n-coloredknot

in H disjointfrom the link KI UK2. Then in the surgery manifold H' =

x(H; (J,1/n)),it

follows that..

lkH,(X(K1;(J,1/n)),x(K2; (J,1/n)))

lkH(K1,K2) -n.lkH(K1,J).lkH(K2,J).

Proof. This follows by a homological argument. (cf.Figure 6.2. Crossings encircled con-

tribute
-lk(K1, J)lk(K2,J).) D

It is known that the Conway polynomial VL(I) and the Alexander polynomial AL(i) has

the Skein relation as shown in Figure 6.3 [64,Theorem 7.6],they are related to each other

via I =

-(v1- 1/v1) and iAL(1)is equal to the coefBcient a2(L) of z2 in VL(I).

Lemma 6.0.ll. Let L be an oriented link in H. Let c be an oriented trivial knot in H such

that for a disk D bounded by c in H, L intersects D in two transversal points with algebraic

intersection number 0. Let L' be the oriented link obtained from L by
perfomtin9 a Single

+-full twist along C. Then it follows that

VLUc(I)
=

I(VL,(I)- VL(I)).

Proof. This follows directly from the Skein relation as shown in Figure 6A.
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6.0.5 Semi standard forms of Seifert matrices and realizing Conway

p olynomials

Let L be a link in a homology sphere H. An embedded disk b in H is called a band for L

ifbnL c ab, bnL consists of two arcs and ab- L consists of two open arcs. For a band a

for L, we put aLb= bnL and aLb
=cl(ab-aLb) and we call the link L#b = L-aLbUaLb

a band-modiBcation ofL along a. We say a band a for an oriented link L is coherent if

t'he orientation of L induces an orientation of b via b n L. If b is coherent, then we give

the orientation induced from L to L#b. By a homological reason, a coherent band b for an

oriented link L is contained in an oriented Seifert surface S for L so that S
-

b is connected.

Let L = LI U L2 be an oriented split link and let Q be the splitting sphere. An oriented

link Lx is obtained from L by an Xn-composition ifthere are coherent bands bl for Ll and b2

for L2 With binQ = 0 such that there is a coherent band b for L satisfying that lbnQ[
= 1,

bl U bu b2 is connected and aLb c aLlbl U aL2b2, and further Lx is obtained from L#b

by surgery along the three component trivial link as shown in Figur.e 6.5 or equivalently

obtained from L#b by performing full n-twists and -n-twists along the three circles in

Figure 6.5 in correspondence. In this case, we call Lx an Xn-composition of Ll and L2

along (b1,b2,b).It is remarked that in the case n = 0 and L consists of two components, an

Xo-composition is the connected sum.

We see the Alexander-Conway polynomials behave under Xn-compositions as follows.

Lemma 6.0.12. LetLx be anXn-composition ofLl andL2 along (b1,b2,b).Then we have

VLx(I) = VL1(I)VL2(I) - n2z2vL1#b1(I)VL,#b2(I).

Proof. Since bi is contained in a Seifert surface Si for Li SO that the closure S: of Si
-

bi is

connected, we can choose a basis I-i for H1(Si) Such that for some element of xli is a dual of

the core of bi. Hence for some Seifert matrices Vsi and Vsl for Li and Li#bi respectively, it
8

follows that Vsi is the corresponding submatrix of Vs8. Thus Lx has the Seifert form Vs as
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Vs1

0

Vs=

0

Vs2

follows..

Thus, we have

ALx(i) det(vlvs - 1/J7vsT)

det(v7vs1 - 1/Jivs:)det(vlvs2 - 1/vlvs:)

-n2(Ji - 1/v1)2det(Jivsi
-

1/vlvsq)det(v7vs; - 1/v7vsT;)

AL1(i)AL2(i)- n2(Ji
-

1/v4)2AL1#b1 (i)AL2#b2(i).

Hence, we can conclude VLx(I)
=

VL1(I)VL2(I)
-

n2z2vL1#b1 (I)VL2#b2(I). u

Here we give two kind of examples of unknotting number one knots, one is obtained by

a suitable Xn-compositions from a trivial knot and the other is useful to study Cn-moves,

each of which matches an arbitrarily given Conway polynomial and has a suitable Seifert

surface to prove Theorem 6.0.9.

Several results are observed on constructing knots K with the polynomial invariant

coincides with an arbitrarily given polynomial. In [9],Fujii showed for a given Alexander

polynomial A(i)of some knot, there exist infinitely many 3-bridge, tunnel number one, and

unknotting number one knots K such that AK(i) = A(i),by constructing concrete examples.

See [9]for more references.

Let K&(c1,..., Cn)
be the knot illustrated in Figure 6.6, where E represents the m-full-

twists of two arcs and let LB(c1,...
,Cn)

be the link illustrated in Figure 6.7.

Proposition 6.0.13. VKh(c1,...,Cn)(I)
= 1

- e=?=1 Ci(-Z2)i.

Proof. Let A(m) be an m-twisted oriented trivial annulus. Then VaA(m)(I)
=

-mZ.

We show Proposition 6.0.13 by induction on n. If n 1, then Kle(C1)has the Seifert

form VF =

((e,1),(0,c'))and thus VKle(C1)(I)
=

det(VF)
= 1 +ec'z2.
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Suppose n > 1. It is not hard to see that Kf(c1,...,Cn) is obtained from

K&_l(Cl,...
,Cn-I)

and a trivial knot K10(cn)by an X-1-COmPOSition. The dual band is

indicated in Figure 6.6. Hence by Lemma 6.0.12, if n = 2, then we have

VK2e(C1,C2) (I)

and the conclusion follows.

Ifn > 2, then we have

VK&(c1,...,Cn)(I)

VHF(c1)(I)VKP(c2)(I)-
Z2. (-ez). (-c2Z)

1 +eclZ2 -ec2Z4

VKhJc1,...,Cn_1)(I)VKP(cn)(I)

-z2vLE_2(C1,...,Cn-,'')(I)VaA(cn)(I).

By the hypothesis on the induction and by Lemma 6.0.ll, we have

VLa_2(C1,...,Cn_2+1)(I)

Hence it satisfies that

VKh(c1,...,Cn)(I)

I(VK=_2(C1,...,Cn_2+2)(I)
-

VK=_2(C1,...,Cn_2+1)(I))

I(1(-Z2)n-2)
=

-ez. (-z2)n-2.

n-1

1

-eEci(-Z2)i-z2.(-ez.(-z2)n-2).(-cn)Ii=1

n-1

1

-eEci(-Z2)i-ecn(-z2)n
= 1

-efci(-Z2)i.i=1 i=1

This completes the proof.

Now we have:

Proposition 6.0.14. VLa(c1,...,Cn)(I)
= (-1)n+'ez2n+I

a

D

Let Kn(c1,...
,Cn)

denote the knot as shown in Figure 6.8. This kind of knot was arose

in a study of variations of the coefBcients of Conway polynomials in terms of Cn-moves.
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Proposition 6.0.15. VKn(c1,...,Cn)(I)
=

VK!(c1,...,Cn)(I)
= 1 + E?=l(-1)i-'ciZ2i.

Proof. By spanning a Seifert surface S for Kn(c1,...,Cn) and taking a basis of H1(S) as

shown in Figure 6.9, it is noticed that the Seifert form Vs and that
ofKi(c1,..., Cn)coincide.

Now by Proposition 6.0.13, the conclusion follows. D

Remark 6.0.16. Each
ofKnil(c1,...,Cn)

and Kn(c1,...
,Cn)

is of unknotting number one.

For one's convenience, we state the following:

Proposition 6.0.17. Let V be the following 2n x 2n-matrix..

V

e 1 0 0 0

0 c1 1 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 0 c2 1

0 0 0 1 0

I I I

I 4 +
I

I + I
I

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

I +
+

I O I

I I I

I I I

I I I

+ A I

I I +

4 + I

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

I
I

I

I I

cn_i 1 0

1 0 1

0 0 cn

Then det(vaV - 1/vlvT)lz=_v1.1/v1 = 1
- e=;=1 Ci(-Z2)i.

D

6.0.6 Proof of Theorem 6.0.9 and its application

Proof of Theorem 6.0.9. Let L = CIUC2 be the two-component link as shown in Figure 6.10

where ci and d'1 are integers such that c'1 + d'1
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for i > 1. We span a Seifert surface to Cl in a way similar to as shown in Figure 6.9, and

perform a peripheral tubing on the side indicated in Figure 6.10. We let Sl denote the

Seifert surface for CI Which is disjointfrom C2 Obtained in this manner. We take a basis

I-= (x1,y1,X2,y2,...,Xn,yn)OfH1(S1) SO that x2,y2,...,Xm,ym are Same aS in Figure 6.9

and xl is a meridian of the tube and yl is a longitude of the tube such that lk(y1,C1)= 0.

Now we have the Seifert form for I- same as that of KB(a,c'2,...
,CL).

After performing surgery on the framed knot (C2,E2),
We Obtain a framed knot (K1,e1)

from (C1,E1)With Seifert form same as that of Kn-E2(a,c;,...
,cL).

Here we remark that

the ambient manifold is unchanged since C2 is a trivial knot. Now it follows that VK1 (I)
=

1 +
e2(aZ2

+ =;=2(-1)i-1c:z2i) 1 + E2aZ2 + =;=2CiZ2iby Proposition 6.0.15. By the

same argument, we get a framed link (K2,E2) from (C2,E2)by surgery along (C1,E1)Such
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that VK2(I)
= 1 +E1(aZ2 +=T=2(-1)i-ld;z2i)

= 1 +ElaZ2 + E:T=2diZ2i.
It is noticed that H' =

x(H;(K1,E1))
=

X(H;(K2,e2))
=

X(H;(C1,E1)
U (C2,E2))and

by Casson's surgery formula, we have A(H') - A(H)
= elE2a. This completes the proof. D

It is well known that each homology sphere is obtained from S3 by a finite number

of (i1)-surgerieson knots ([2],[64]).In [47],Lescop showed that two integral homology

spheres have the same Casson invariant if and only if they are related by a finite sequence

of (j=1)-surgeryon knots each of which has the Alexander polynomials which is equal to

1. In [27],Ishiwata generalized this result showing that, using [47,Theorem 1.1],any two

homology spheres are related to each other by a finite sequence of (j=1)-surgeryon knots

with some fixed Alexander polynomial. (see[27]for precise.)
As an application of our

argument, together with Lescop's result [47,Theorem 1.1],we can generalize Ishiwata's

result [27,Theorem 1.2]in the following sense.

Theorem 6.0.18. Let H and H' be two integral homolo9y spheres, k an integer, and A(i)
be Alexander polynomial with iA"(1) k. Then the Casson invariants A(H) and A(H')

coincide modulo k ifand only ifH2 is obtained from Hl by surgery On a framed boundary

link such that each framing is 1 or
-1 and the Alexander polynomial of each component is

A(i)inH.

Proof. We can obtain a homology sphere H" with A(H") A(H') from H by a finite

sequence of (j=1)-surgeryon knots K with AK(i)
=

A(i) since A(H) I A(H') mod k. By

[47,Theorem 1.1],H' is obtained from H" by a finite number of surgery along knots K with

AK(i) = 1. Hence it is suncient to generalize [27,Lemma 2.1]in the following.

Lemma 6.0.19. Let H and H' be integral homolo9y SPheres. Suppose that H' is obtained

from H by surgery on a framed knot (K,E) With AK(i) 1. Then for any integer k and

any Alexander polynomial A(i) such that iA"(1)= k, there is a surgery Sequence H (KiE)

H"
(K=E)

H, such that AKICH(i) = AK2CH"(i) = A(i).

Proof. Put I(I) A(i)Iz=_v1+1/v1. Then we have f(I)
= 1 + =;=1CiZ2i for some

(c1,...
,Cn)

Such that c1 k. Let L CI U C2 be the link in a 3-ball Bo illustrated

inFigure 6.10, where m =n, d: = c'i = (-1)i-leifor i > 1 and c'1
-d'1

= k. We perform

surgery on (C2,e) and obtain a framed knot (K1,E) from (C1,E).Let (C2*,
-E)

be the dual

framed knot to (C2,e)and we put L' = CI UC2'.

Let B be a 3-ball in H such that BnK consists of a trivial properly embedded connected

arc in B. We can embed L' in H locally so that L' is contained in B and BnK is still

trivial in B
-

L'. Then we can perform a connected sum C1' = K#C1 0n K and Cl in B

by the same argument in the proof of [27,Lemma 2.1].Now we have Ac1.CH(i)
= A(i) and

Ac,.cx(H;(C1.,E))(i)
=

A(i).It is not hard to see that the homology sphere x(H; (C2',-E))
is

homeomorphic to H since C2* is a trivial knot in H and in
x(H; (C2',

-E)),
C1' is viewed as
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Figure 6.ll:
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A_

JL

L=KiuK;

a framed knot equivalent to K in H. Thus, we have
x(H; (C1',E)U (C2',

-E))
= H' and the

sequence H (CiE)H" (C3je)H, is a desired.ne.

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.0.18.

D

D

6.0.7 More on Theorem 6.0.9

More generally, one can also construct knots which satisfy the condition in Theorem 6.0.9

from two unknotting number one knots by the help of the following proposition which is

proved by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 6.0.9. (Thisis not used here and a

proof will be given elsewhere.)

Proposition 6.0.20. Let Kl and K2 be unknotting number one knots such that each Ki

is obtained from a trivial knot K: by a single 0-linking fulltwist of two strings. Let K8f be

the knot obtained from K('i) by
perfomnin9 e(i)-Surgery along K('i). (Cf.Figure 6.ll) Then

VKtf(I)
=

VKi(I) +E(i)a2(K(i))Z2,where (1)= 2 and (2) = 1.

Now for our interest, we ask the following.

Question 6.0.21. Letn > 2 be a natural number. Let f1,..., fi(I) E
,rP=2

Ci,jZ2j,...,

fn be n polynomials in z2. For any a E Z, do there exist (+1)-framed knots K1,...,Ki

(K1,1),...,(Kn,1) in a homology sphere H such that VKi(I)

dePne the same surgery homolo9y SPhere x(H;Ki)
= H'?

1 +az2+fi(I) and they

Proposition 6.0.13 and Proposition 6.0.23 below may expect the following.

Question 6.0.22. Leek:1 = (K1, 1/n1),K:2 = (K2,1/n2) be two coloredknots in a homolo9y

sphere H. Suppose they deBne the same surgery homolo9y sphere x(H; K:1)
Then does it follow that nla2i(K1) -n2a2i(K2)

= 0 mod nln2 for anyi > 0?

x(H; K:2).

A counterexample to this question is constructed as follows: Let K be the figure-eight

knot, and K' its (2,1)-cable.It can be seen that
x(S3,(K,1/4)) x(S3,(K',1)) ([55,

Proposition 1.1]).However we have VK(I) = 1
-

z2, vK,(I)
= 1

-4z2 -
z4.
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VK,(I)=1-4z2-z4.

When i = 1, we have
nla2(K1)-n2a2(K2)

= 0 by Casson's surgery formula. On the other

hand, one can construct two knots Kl and K2 from a link illustrated in Figure 6.10 by per-

forming (1/ni)-SurgeryOn each component such that
x(S3; (K1,1/n1))

=

X(S3; (K2,1/n2))

and nla2i(K1)i n2a2i(K2),
but

a2i(K1)ln2anda2i(K2)lnl
for i > 1. Moregenerally, in con-

structing two knots Kl and K2 yielding the homeomorphic homology spheres, one may begin

with a two-component Brunnian link CI U C2 With linking number 0 and twisting n1-times

along C1 (n2-timesalong C2
reSP.),

K2 is obtained form C2 aS the result x(C2; (K1,1/n1)).

(K1, Cl and x(C1; (K2,1/n2))reSP.)
However their Conway polynomials have restricted

forms in the sense of Question 6.0.22 by the following proposition.

Proposition 6.0.23. LetK be a knot in a homolo9y sphere H. LetC be a knot in H disjoint

from K such that lk(K,C) 0. PutH/
x(H;(C,-1/n)) and K'

x(K; (C,
-1/n)).

Then it follows that VK,(I)
-

VK(I)
=

nZ2f(I) for some polynomial I(I) in z2.

Proof. It is observed that K bounds a Seifert surface S disjointfrom C such that for some

basis v-= (v1,...,Vk,Vk+1,...,Vm)for S, lk(vi,C)

forj

1fori 1,...,kandlk(vj,C) =0

k+ 1,...,m. Now S remains in H' as a Seifert surface S' for K' and we put

t7
= (Nil,...

,VL)
which is the basis for S corresponding to v-. By Lemlna 6.0.10, we have

Vs,,v-, = Vs,v- + (:Z)
where N is the k x k-matrix with all elements equal to n. Thus we can see that

AK,(i) det ((Jivs,v-- 1/v4vsTv-)+

AK(i) +
n(V7- 1/v7)F(i).

(
(Ji -

1/Ji)N
0 Z))

where F(i) is a Laurent polynomial in i. Since K' is a knot, F(i) factors
v1- 1/vl and we

can write F(i) = (v1- 1/v1)Fo(i).Thus by the translation I =

-Ji+1/v1,
the conclusion

follows. D
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Related to Theorem 6.0.9, it is natural to ask the following.

Question 6.0.24. Suppose a homolo9y sphere H contains a knot K such that
x(H; (K, 1/n))

is homeomorphic to H orientation preserwely for some n i 0. Then does it follow that

VK(I)=1?

In the case when H = S3, Gordon-Luecke theorem [14]implies that K is a trivial knot

and thus VK(I)
= 1.
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